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About this Book
This Participant Handbook is designed to enable training for the speciﬁc Qualiﬁcation Pack
(QP). Each National Occupational (NOS) is covered across Unit/s.
Key Learning Objectives for the speciﬁc NOS mark the beginning of the Unit/s for that NOS.
The symbols used in this book are described below.

Symbols Used

Key Learning
Outcomes

Steps

Tips

Role Play

Activity
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1. Introduction to
Computers and its
Peripherals
Unit 1.1 – Basics of Computers
Unit 1.2 – Computer Peripherals
Unit 1.3 – Operating Hardware System and Peripherals

1
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Describe the basics of computers
2. Identify computer peripherals
3. Describe the operation of hardware system and peripherals
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UNIT 1.1: Basics of Computers
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Deﬁne computer and its types
2. Identify computer hardware and software
3. List the diﬀerent types of computer equipment assembled in a pack

1.1.1 Computer and its Types
A computer is an electronic device which transforms data into meaningful information. The
following image shows a computer:

Fig. 1.1.1: A Computer

The basic functionality of computers, irrespective of its size or make, is shown in the
following ﬁgure:

Accepts data

Stores data

Processes
data as
required

Retrieves the
stored data
as and when
required

Fig. 1.1.2: Functions of a computer
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Prints the
result in the
required
format
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Some characteristics that have made usage of computers almost a necessity in life are they
are fast, accurate, diligent, and adaptable and have good storage capacity.
A computer consists of various units or parts that enables it to perform its functions. The
following ﬁgure shows a block diagram of the functional units of a computer:

Fig. 1.1.3: Functional units of a computer
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The four main functional units in a computer are described in the following ﬁgure:
• This unit accepts data or instructions from the user for
processing by using an input peripheral device.

Input unit

• This unit stores data and instructions before and after
processing. It is mainly divided into two parts, primary and
secondary storage.

Storage unit

• This unit takes data and instructions from the storage unit and
processes the data as required, based on the instructions given
and the type of data provided.
• Data is then sent back to the storage unit after processing, if
required.
• This unit includes the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) which helps in
performing calculations using arithmetic operators such as
addition (+), subtraction (-) and so on.
• This unit also uses comparison operators such as greater than
(>), less than (<) and equal to (=). This control unit controls all
these operations, enables retrieving data from storage and
helps store information back to a storage device.

Central processing
unit (CPU)

• This unit is used for displaying the result to the user in the
required format by using an output peripheral device.

Output unit

Fig. 1.1.4: Functional units of a computer

Types of Computers
Computers can be classiﬁed based on their size, speed and computing power. The following
table lists the diﬀerent types of computers:
Type

Description

Image

Microcomputer

It is a single user computer
system with a single chip
and moderately powerful
microprocessor. The
diﬀerent types of
microcomputers are:
Desktop Computer
Laptop Computer
Notebook
Tablet
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Mini Computer

It is a computer which can
support hundreds of users
simultaneously and has
more powerful processors
than a microcomputer. It is
also called mid-range
computer.

Main Frame

It is a multi-user system,
like a minicomputer but
the technology is diﬀerent
than that of a
minicomputer. It is used to
handle and process large
amount of data such as in
banks and government
oﬃces.

Super Computer

It is the fastest and most
expensive computer
system. It is used for
complex scientiﬁc
computations and
numerical calculations
such as weather
forecasting, nuclear
simulations and
astrophysics.

Computers are commonly classiﬁed as:
Laptop
Desktop
Server

6
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Laptop
Laptop is a battery or alternate current (AC)-powered, portable, wireless personal computer
(PC), generally smaller than the size of a briefcase. It is a small personal computer with a
"clamshell" form factor, a thin Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) or Light Emitting Diode (LED)
computer screen on the upper portion and a keyboard on the lower part of the "clamshell".
The following image shows a laptop and internal view of the laptop:

Fig. 1.1.5 Exterior and interior of a laptop computer

Desktop
A desktop is a PC that is made to be used on or near a desk or a table, and is not portable. A
desktop PC has a mouse, a keyboard and a base unit which includes the computer’s
components. Some newer models have the base unit within the monitor to save space. The
following image shows a desktop computer along with its system unit or CPU and
peripherals:

Fig. 1.1.6. A desktop computer along with its CPU and peripherals
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Server
A server computer is a central computer, which comprises of collection of data and
programs. It is also known as a network server as it allows all the connected systems to
share and store data and applications. File servers and application servers are the two main
types of servers. The following image shows a server computer connected to various other
computers:

Fig. 1.1.7: A server computer linked to other computers

1.1.2 Computer Hardware and Software
Computer hardware refers to the physical parts of a computer, outside and inside the
system unit. The internal parts of a system are known as components, while external parts
are typically called peripherals such as the keyboard, mouse, speakers and printers.

8
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The following image shows the basic components of computer hardware:

Fig. 1.1.8: Basic components of computer hardware

When a new desktop is bought, some hardware components and devices, shown in the
following ﬁgure, come along with it:

Hardware

Computer Case
Power Supply
Motherboard
Exansion Cards
Processor Chip
Storage Devices
Input and Output peripherals
Fig. 1.1.9: Components and devices of a computer hardware
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Computer Case
A computer case is a steel, aluminium or plastic enclosure which contains most of the
components of a computer. It is also known as a tower, cabinet, system unit or base unit. It
is available in diﬀerent sizes and shapes. It has points, slots and screws for various
components to be ﬁt into. A typical tower is shown in the following ﬁgure:

Fig. 1.1.10: A typical tower

Motherboard

Scan Image To View Mobile Video

The main printed circuit board, or PCB, in a computer that holds the microprocessor,
provides sockets and slots to connect/hold the other peripherals/parts of the computer and
connects the power supply to various other electronic parts. It is also called as a system
board or main board, and allows the components to communicate with each other, making
it a complete working unit. It also has a provision for initial set up of computer after power is
turned on, which is the Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) or boot ﬁrmware. The
motherboard also contains slots and provision for expansion cards. Sometimes, another
board, called a daughter board, is connected to the main motherboard for providing further
expandability.

10
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The following image shows a labelled motherboard:

Fig. 1.1.11: Motherboard
Scan Image To View Mobile Video

There are several types of chips found on a motherboard of a CPU as shown in the following
table:
CPU chip

Input

Processing Unit

Output

8088 CPU

Inputs 8 bits of data

Processes 8 bits of
data

Outputs 8 bits of
data

80286 CPU

Inputs 16 bits of data

Processes 16 bits of
data

Outputs 16 bits of
data

80386SX CPU

Inputs 16 bits of data

Processes 32 bits of
data

Outputs 16 bits of
data

80386DX CPU

Inputs 32 bits of data

Processes 32 bits of
data

Outputs 32 bits of
data

80486SX CPU

Inputs 32 bits of data

Processes 32 bits of
data

Outputs 32 bits of
data

80486DX CPU

Inputs 32 bits of data

Processes 32 bits of
data

Outputs 32 bits of
data

586 CPU

Inputs 32 bits of data

Processes 32 bits of
data

Outputs 32 bits of
data
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Pentium/P6/K5 CPU

Inputs 64 bits of data

Processes 64 bits of
data

Outputs 64
bits of data

Pentium Pro CPU

Inputs 64 bits of data

Processes 64 bits of
data

Outputs 64
bits of data

Slots (or Expansion Slots)
An expansion slot is a slot in the motherboard used to add an expansion card (or additional
circuit board). The extra expansion card provides extra features to a computer such as video,
sound, advanced graphics, Ethernet or memory.
The number of expansion slots that a system can have depends on the physical arrangement
of the case and motherboard. Some of such slots are:

CPU Slot

•Also known as a
CPU socket
•Is where the
processor or the
CPU chips are
inserted on a
computer's
motherboard.

RAM Slot

Peripheral
Component
Interconnect (PCI)
Slot

•Provide slots or
placement for
inserting RAM
chips.
•These can be easily
removed and
replaced.

Used for expansion
devices such as
modems, network
cards, television
tuners, radio tuners,
video cards and
sound cards.

Fig. 1.1.12: Types of expansion slots
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PCI Express Slot

•Used for expansion
cards.
•However, PCI
express slot is used
for higher transfer
speeds and is
typically used for
graphics cards.
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Expansion Cards
The circuit boards which are inserted in the slots are called expansion cards. These expansion
cards allow a computer system to connect and communicate with its peripherals.
The following image lists few of the expansion cards:

Graphic Card

Sound Card

Fig. 1.1.13: Types of expansion cards
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Ports
A port serves as an interface between the computer and other computers or peripheral
devices. The ports vary depending on the kind of equipment that will be connected to the
ports such as to connect a monitor, webcam, speakers the ports sizes are diﬀerent, as shown
in the following image:

Fig. 1.1.14: Types of ports
Scan Image To View Mobile Video

The usage of the ports is as follows:
Serial Port: This port is used with a 9 pin connector. It is no longer in use, because these
are replaced by interfaces such as Ethernet, FireWire and USB.
PS/2 Port: This port was earlier used to connect keyboards and mouse. These were
round ports for six pin connectors. They have now been replaced with Universal Serial
Bus (USB) ports.
Parallel Port: A common parallel port is used for 25 pins connector. These ports are
similar to serial ports and were used to connect printers and joysticks. They are no
longer in use and have also been replaced by USB ports.
Video Graphics Array (VGA) Port: A VGA port is used to connect video display devices
such as monitors and projectors to a computer. It has three rows for a 15 pin connector.
USB Port: The USB port is nowadays the most popular type of port on a computer which
is used to connect mouse, keyboard, printer, and external storage devices such as DVDRW drive and ﬂash drive to a computer.
TRS: Tip, ring and sleeve (TRS) ports, or mini-jacks or audio jacks, are commonly used to
connect audio devices such as headphones and microphones to computers.
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Ethernet: This port is used for network connections. They use fast transmission and
category 5 (CAT5) network cable for network connections.

RAM Chips
RAM is the short term memory used to store information which is being processed. It is
available as a RAM chip, which is an integrated circuit (IC) soldered on the motherboard. The
two types of RAM are static RAM (SRAM) and dynamic RAM (DRAM). SRAM is expensive to
produce, but faster and requires less dynamic power than DRAM. SRAM is typically used as a
cache memory for the CPU. The following images shows diﬀerent types of RAM:

Fig. 1.1.15: Types of RAM chips
Scan Image To View Mobile Video

ROM Chips
Read-only memory (ROM) is a non-volatile memory. It is available as a ROM chip, which is also
an IC soldered on the motherboard. The ﬁve basic types of ROM are:
ROM - Read Only Memory
PROM - Programmable Read Only Memory
EPROM - Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
EEPROM - Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
Flash EEPROM memory
The following image shows a ROM chip for a DVD (cd-ROM):

Fig. 1.1.16: A ROM chip
Scan Image To View Mobile Video
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Power Supply Unit (PSU)
PSU converts the AC power to low voltage direct current (DC) power, vital for the internal
components of the PC. The following image shows a PSU:

Fig. 1.1.17: Power supply unit

Mouse (Input Device)
The mouse is an input device, used to make selections and move objects on a computer
screen. A mouse can be with a laser or a ball, wired or wireless.
Some diﬀerent types of mouse are shown in the following image:

Wireless Mouse

Ball Mouse

Wired Mouse

Optical Mouse

Fig. 1.1.18: Types of mouse

Though the mouse is considered as a peripheral, it is a vital device and essential for using
computers.
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Keyboard (Input Device)
A keyboard is one of the primary input devices and it looks similar to those found on electric
typewriters. The following image shows a keyboard:

Fig. 1.1.19: A keyboard

Keyboards allow users to enter letters, numbers and other symbols into a computer that can
serve as commands or be used to type text.

17
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The keys in keyboards can be categorised as shown in the following ﬁgure:
Standard
alphabets

Alphanumeric
keys

Numbers

Punctuation

Function(Fn) key

Modiﬁer keys
Shift key

Keyboard

Arrow key

Home key

Tab key

Navigation
key/Cursor key
Insert key

Delete key

Lock key

Fig. 1.1.20: Hierarchical structure of keyboard keys

The keys typically found on keyboards can be categorized as follows:
Alphanumeric keys: Are the standard letters and numbers, and also include punctuation
keys such as comma, period, semicolon, and similar keys
Modiﬁer keys: Are special keys that modify the normal action of another key, when the
two are pressed in combination and are categorised into:

18
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o
o
o
o

Fn key
Shift key
Alt key
Ctrl key

Navigation keys or cursor keys: Includes a variety of keys which move the cursor (a mouse
cursor, also called a pointer, is a symbol which is shaped like an arrow or a small hand
pointing towards the top of the display device.) to various places on the screen:

Monitor (Output Device)

.

The monitor is an output device, also called a visual display unit (VDU) that shows the
graphical and textual information of the computer. The following image shows a LCD
monitor:

Fig. 1.1.21: Monitor

Storage Devices
Storage devices, also called storage media, are hardware devices which are used to store
data or information. It can store information temporarily or permanently. These devices can
be added to computers externally or internally. Storage devices are of two types:
Magnetic storage: Includes hard disk drive, magnetic tapes, ﬂoppy drive and so on.
Optical storage: Includes CD-R, CD-RW, Blue ray disk, DVD, ﬂash drive and so on. It uses
laser ray or light to access data in it.
The following images shows the storage devices:

DVD Disk

Floppy Disk

External Hard Disk

Fig. 1.1.22: Types of storage
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Hard Disks
A hard disk is a device that stores data on a computer permanently. A hard drive is collection
of one or more disks or platters shielded with magnetic material to which data is written
with the help of a magnetic head. Hard disks are connected to the motherboard using
special cables such as PATA (Parallel ATA), SATA (Serial ATA), USB or SAS (Serial attached
SCSI) cables and they are powered by a power supply unit.The following images shows hard
disk drives:

Fig. 1.1.23: Hard disk drives

Fig. 1.1.23 A : Hard disk drives

Scan Image To View Mobile Video

Scan Image To View Mobile Video

In case of a laptop, the hardware components and devices that come along in the package
are same as that of a desktop except a few changes; instead of mouse, laptops have
touchpads or track pads and instead of external power source, laptops have an internal
battery.
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Software
Software is a set of instructions or programs used to instruct a computer to perform speciﬁc
tasks. The following ﬁgure shows classiﬁcation of software based on their use:
Software

System Software

Application Software

Operating System

Genaralized Packages

Utilities

Customized Packages

Fig. 1.1.24: Classification of software
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System software are a combination of programs, which help in functioning of a computer,
including controlling managing the resources such as peripherals and other applications. The
system software is classiﬁed as follows:
Operating System: It is a system software which acts as an interface between a user and
a computer. It helps in managing various hardware devices, maintaining the ﬁle systems
and functioning of other application programs. Few popularly used operating systems are
Windows, Linux and Mac OS.
Utilities: These are the system software which help in analysing, conﬁguring, optimizing
or maintaining computer and computer resources such as anti-virus software, zip/unzip
ﬁles, disk defragmenter and ﬁle manager.
Application software is a set of programs used to perform speciﬁc tasks, for example, a word
processing or spreadsheet software, which is an application software to handle all the
processes in a hospital. Application software are classiﬁed as follows:
Generalized packages: Are user friendly software such as Word processing software for
preparing documents (MS Word), spreadsheets for data analysis (MS Excel).
Customized packages: Are application software that are developed or customized as per
a speciﬁc requirement such as inventory control or a payroll system.

Operating System and Other Software
The following ﬁgure shows a block diagram of a computer with respect to the operating
system:

Fig. 1.1.25: Block diagram of a computer with respect to the operating system
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The three most commonly used operating systems for personal computers are Microsoft
Windows, Mac OS and Linux.

Microsoft Windows
Windows is an OS owned by Microsoft. It is diﬀerent from any open source software in the
sense that only Microsoft can make changes to the code. It can be installed on diﬀerent
kinds of computers, by various manufacturers, giving a wide range of choice for hardware to
the user.
The latest version Windows is 10 which includes touchscreen support. This combines the
usability of a touchscreen tablet and the power of a desktop/laptop computer. It also
includes the "Play To" and "Remote Media Streaming," features that allow a user to play
media from the computer on another device. These features also allow the user to access
media when away from the computer.
A processor running Windows OS has two modes:
User mode
Kernel mode
The Windows hardware abstraction layer is an interface between the hardware and the rest
of the OS. It hides diﬀerences in hardware components and provides a consistent platform
for the kernel to run. This layer includes hardware-speciﬁc code which controls multiple
processors, I/O interfaces and interrupt controllers.
The following ﬁgure shows the architecture of Windows OS:

Fig. 1.1.26: Architecture of Windows OS
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Directory Structure
The root directory in Windows OS is represented as "drive:". For example, the root directory
is generally "C:\". The directory separator is a "\" but the OS also recognizes a "/" internally.
The following ﬁgure shows the folders which appear in the root directory of a Windows OS:
Root
drive:\
PerfLogs
(Hidden)

Program
Files

Program
Files (x86)

Program
Data

Users

Windows

Fig. 1.1.27: Windows directory structure

Utilities
Utilities of Windows depends on the version a user is using. The following ﬁgure lists some
common utilities for Windows as per the diﬀerent versions of the operating system:
Windows Default Utilities
Windows 10

Windows 8.1

Language Packs

Bing Toolbar

Microsoft Oﬃce

Microsoft Camera Codec
Pack

Device Drivers
Developer Tools
Windows Essentials

Language Packs
Windows Phone for
Desktop
Fig. 1.1.28: Common Windows utilities
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Windows 7
Silverlight
Skype for Windows
Device Drivers
Disk Cleanup
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Conﬁguration/Installation
The steps that should be performed in order to install the Windows operating system on a
computer are shown in the following ﬁgure:

Start the computer.

Enter the BIOS's boot
options menu.

Select the CD-ROM
drive as the ﬁrst boot
device of the
computer.

Switch on the power
of the PC and insert
the Windows disc into
the CD/DVD drive.

Save the changes of
the settings and shut
down the system.

Fig. 1.1.29: Steps to install Windows operating system

Mac OS
Mac OS which was known as Mac OS X earlier, is a Unix-based graphical OS developed by
Apple Inc. and is designed to be run only on Apple's Macintosh computers. After Microsoft
Windows, Mac OS is the second most widely used desktop OS. In the earlier years, Mac OS
had a negligible number of types of spyware and malware which have aﬀected the Windows
users. The share of usage of Mac OS is smaller compared to Windows. Apple regularly
releases security updates for Mac OS. The latest version of this is Mac OS 10.12 Sierra.
Functionally, the Mac OS architecture consists of several layers. The base level of the
operating system is its Unix core. The next layer is the graphics and media layer, which
consists of Core Audio, OpenGL, Core Video, Core Image and QuickTime. Then comes the
application framework layer, whose components are, Carbon, Cocoa, and Java. Finally, the
top layer is the user interface, which is called Aqua. It provides a working interface to the
user.
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The following ﬁgure shows the architecture of Mac OS:

Fig. 1.1.30: Architecture of Mac OS

Directory Structure
The Mac OS ﬁle system also stores the ﬁles within folders or directories. The topmost folder
is the root directory. Folders located within the root are called subdirectories.
The root directory is referred to as /. Within the root, by default, there are several additional
folders. These include the Application folder that stores programs and the Users folder that
stores the home folder information for each user account.

26
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The following ﬁgure lists some directories of Mac OS:
/Application
/Developer
/Library
/Network
/System
/Users
/ (root directory)

/Volumes
/bin
/etc
/dev
/usr
/sbin
/tmp
/var

Fig. 1.1.31: Some directories of Mac OS

Utilities
The following ﬁgure shows the list of some common utilities of Mac OS:
Mac OS Default Utilities
Mac OS Sierra
Default Folder
Text Expander
Bartender
Launch Bar
Fig. 1.1.32: Some common utilities of Mac OS
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Conﬁguration/Installation
One can install Mac OS over any earlier version, without removing the data. The following
ﬁgure lists the steps to reinstall the Mac OS:

Start up from Mac OS
recovery

Open Disk Utility and
erase the disk before
reinstalling

Follow the onscreen
instructions.

Choose Reinstall Mac
OS or OS X from
the utilities window

Fig. 1.1.33: Steps to reinstall Mac OS

Linux
Linux is a free and open-source software. The main component of the Linux OS is the Linux
kernel.
The user interface, called shell, may be a command-line interface (CLI) or a GUI. For any
desktop system, the default mode is usually GUI. The CLI is also available either through a
terminal emulator Windows or an independent virtual console.
Linux OS has three components:
Kernel is the core of Linux OS. It is responsible for the major activities of the OS. It interacts
with the underlying hardware components directly with the help of its various modules.
It hides low level hardware details, thus providing required abstraction to the system.
System libraries are special programs which are used by the system utilities and
application programs to access Kernel features.
System utility programs are mainly concerned with specialized and individual level tasks.
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The following ﬁgure shows the architecture of the Linux OS:

Fig. 1.1.34: Architecture of Linux

Directory Structure
The following ﬁgure lists the directories of the Linux OS:

Fig. 1.1.35: Directories of Linux
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Utilities
The following ﬁgure lists some of the common utilities of Linux:
Linux Utilities
Linux
saidar
wnmon
ncdu
slurm

Fig. 1.1.36: Some common utilities of Linux

Conﬁguration/Installation
To install, update or remove a software in Linux, certain package managers are used such as:
Synaptic Package Manager
Package Kit
Yum Extender
Most of the major Linux distributions contain extensive repositories. Users can:
download the pre-compiled packages from websites directly,
install the packages from unoﬃcial repositories or
compile the source code by themselves.

Other Software
System software includes the OS and utilities. A ﬁeld technician should know about the
utilities that are compatible with the OS version. The person must be able to search for the
utilities that are correct for the user and install them on the system. Moreover, the technician
should know the use of software such as:
Commercial software
Mail server software
Remote access software
Antivirus software
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The following ﬁgure lists the general steps of installing a software on any operating system:

Download software
from Internet or
purchase a software
CD.

Run the downloaded
.exe ﬁle.

Follow the step-bystep instructions on
the installation screen.

Insert the activation
key of the software
when asked.

Or

Agree to the licence
agreement.

Run the CD.

Click Finish after
completing
installation.

Fig. 1.1.37: General steps for installing a software

1.1.3 Packaged Computer Components
A computer package consists of all the necessary
hardware and software components in a box that are
required to make a system work. In general, a desktop
computer consists of components such as a monitor,
keyboard, mouse, CPU and so on.

Assembling and Installing a Desktop
Installing and assembling a desktop is very simple and
can be performed by anyone who can read the instructional manual thoroughly and follow it
step by step.
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The following ﬁgure lists the steps to assemble and install a desktop (note that these steps
may not apply to all the desktops, but are the typical steps to be performed):
Remove any plastic
covering or protective
tape.

Locate the two power
supply cables.

Plug one end of the ﬁrst
power supply cable
behind the computer
case.

Place the monitor and
computer case on the
desk/table.

Connect the speakers to
the computer's audio
port.

Plug the other end to a
surge protector.

Locate the monitor
cable.

Plug the mouse PS/2
connector into the green
port behind the
computer case.

Use the second cable to
connect the monitor to
the surge protector.

Connect one end of the
cable to the monitor
port of computer case
and the other end to the
monitor.

Plug the keyboard PS/2
connector into the
purple port behind the
computer case.
Fig.1.1.38: Steps to assemble and install a desktop
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UNIT 1.2: Computer Peripherals
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. List the diﬀerent types of peripherals
2. Describe peripherals’ standard installation procedures
3. Identify diﬀerent modules in the peripherals and their functions

1.2.1 Peripheral Devices
Peripheral devices are the input/output devices that are typically used to feed information
and instructions into a computer for storage or processing, and to show an output.
An input device is any hardware that gives an input to a computer. Apart from mouse and
keyboard there are many other input devices such as webcam, scanner and microphone. An
output device gets information from the CPU and displays it to the user as desired. The
output is typically presented either on a display device such as a monitor, or on paper (hard
copy) with the help of a printer.
The peripheral devices are categorized as shown in the following ﬁgure:
Webcam
Input Devices

Scanner
Microphone

Peripheral
Devices

Printer
Output
Devices

Speakers
Projector

Fig.1.2.1: Different types of peripheral devices
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Webcam
Webcam is a video camera which streams real-time images through a computer to
a network. The video data/stream may be saved, viewed and sent via the Internet. Webcams
are used for video conferences, video chats, video broadcasting, security surveillances and
so on. The following image shows a webcam:

Fig.1.2.2: Webcam

Scanner
A scanner reads documents (text and photographs) and stores it in the computer to which it
is connected. The physical document is converted to digital format after it gets scanned. The
digital document can be viewed and modiﬁed on a computer. Earlier a software needs to be
installed in the computer for scanners to work but now all the systems have inbuilt settings
to detect the scanner automatically. Basic scanning software allows the user to import data
from it.
Scanners with ﬂat scanning surface are suitable for books, pages, photographs and so on.
The following image shows a scanner:

Fig.1.2.3: Scanner
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Microphone
A microphone is an input device which converts sounds to electrical energy variations, used
to record voice or interact with the computer through voice. The following image shows a
microphone:

Fig.1.2.4: Microphone

Printer
Printer is a peripheral device which is used to display graphics or text on paper. They are a
great resource but they should be used in a controlled way. Their overuse puts unnecessary
wear and tear on them and also uses up expensive ink and paper. The following image
shows a printer:

Fig.1.2.5: Printer
Scan Image To View Mobile Video
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There are four types of printers based on its usage:
Personal printers: These printers are designed for personal use and may be connected to
only a single computer. They are used for low-volume smaller printing, requiring
minimal setup time to produce a hard copy of a given document.
Networked or shared printers: These are typically used for high-volume and faster
printing. They are shared by multiple users on a network.
Virtual printer: It is a piece of software whose user interface resembles a printer driver
but it is not connected to a computer printer. It is generally used for archival purposes or
as an input for another software.
On the basis of modern print technology the printer can be classiﬁed into several types
as shown in the following ﬁgure:

Fig.1.2.5 A: Inkjet Printer

Fig.1.2.5 B: Deskjet Printer

Scan Image To View Mobile Video

Scan Image To View Mobile Video

Laser printers
• High-quality output
• Used by medium to- large organizations
• Includes pickup rollers, separator pads and imaging drums
Inkjet printers
• Send jets of ink from the print head onto the paper
• Print in black and white or in full colour
• High-quality photographs
Thermal printers
• Heat up the paper to print the output
• Used to print cash register and ATM receipts and lottery tickets
Impact printers
• Create a print using small hammer-like pins to force ink onto the paper
• Still used in businesses where multipart forms are printed

Fig.1.2.5 C: Paper jam

Fig.1.2.5 D: Spot On Paper

Scan Image To View Mobile Video

Scan Image To View Mobile Video
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Speakers
Speakers receive audio signals as input from the sound card of the computer and produce
them in the form of sound waves as audio output. The following image shows speakers:

Fig.1.2.6: Speakers

Projector
A projector is also known as an image projector. It is an optical device that sets up the
images onto a blank surface, generally on a projection screen. For example, a data projector
simply connects with a laptop or any other computer system and projects/displays the
output or data onto a white board. The following image shows a projector:

Fig.1.2.7: Projector

1.2.2 Multi-Function Peripherals (MFPs)
An MFP is a type of all in one machine. It incorporates the functionality of multiple devices
into one. Hence, it can be of utility in homes or modest businesses [the small oﬃce/home
oﬃce (SOHO) market section] as well as in bigger oﬃce settings where it facilitates sharing
and management of a document.
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A regular MFP may serve as a blend of a few or all of the devices shown in the following
ﬁgure:
E-mail
Fax
Photocopier
Printer
Scanner

Fig.1.2.8: Devices that can be combined together to make an MFP

Types of MFPs
MFPs are divided into diﬀerent segments, according to their speed and duty cycle. The
following ﬁgure shows various segments/categories of MFPs:
All-in-one

• These type of devices are designed for home or home-oﬃce
use.
• The main focus of these devices is to provide print and scan
functionalities for home use.

SOHO MFP

• SOHO stands for Small Oﬃce/Home Oﬃce.
• In general a SOHO MFP provides a basic print, copy, scan and
fax functionality only.

Oﬃce MFP

• These type of devices are designed as a central oﬃce system.
• These devices are the most fully featured type of MFP.

Production printing
MFP

• These type of devices are desgined as central printing-devices
or reprographic-department devices.
Fig.1.2.9: Types of MFPs
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UNIT 1.3: Operating Hardware System and Peripherals
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Explain the controls of diﬀerent peripherals
2. Identify safety rules, policies and procedures while operating hardware and peripherals

1.3.1 Controls of Diﬀerent Peripherals
Diﬀerent peripheral devices control diﬀerent things on the monitor. The following ﬁgure
describes the controls of peripheral devices:
Mouse

Touchpad

Scanner

Printer

Speakers

•It controls the movement of the cursor or pointer on a display
screen.
•It is used for pointing (controlling input positioning) on a
computer display screen.
•It reads text that is printed on paper and translates the
information into a form that the computer can use.
•It is used to produce paper (hard copy) output of the text or
information that is displayed on the monitor.
•It enables a computer to produce the output in the form of
various sounds.
Fig. 1.3.1: Controls of peripheral devices

1.3.2 Safety Rules, Policies and Procedures
As a ﬁeld technician, there are certain guidelines that must be followed to ensure own safety
and that of the co-workers. These guidelines provide a sound, safe and ﬂexible environment
to work.
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The following ﬁgure represents the general guidelines to be followed while working with
electrical/electronic systems:
Follow the correct procedures to ensure zero accidents at work.
Obey safety signs, stickers and tags on the equipment/devices.
Use an appropriate tool for the respective task.
Read labels and instructions given on the components.
Wear appropriate clothing and remove metal objects before working.
Use prescribed protective safety equipment only.
Follow electrical safety rules when working with electrical machinery/equipment.
Report all unsafe acts or unsafe conditions to the supervisor.
Fig. 1.3.2: Safety guidelines

Electrical Safety:
It is of utmost importance to remove the power while disassembling the computer except
while measuring voltages. Removing the power not only includes turning oﬀ the power
switch but also unplugging it from the socket.
Ensure that the power plug should be unplugged to ascertain that there is no power in the
computer. This is required as certain power providers need to provide service to the
motherboard even when the power has been switched oﬀ.
The following two important points should be kept in mind while working with power
supplies:
Refrain from opening it when it is plugged in.
Even after unplugging, the capacitors continues to hold, in which case, if the capacitor is
touched, it can discharge and give a shock.
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Earthing the Equipment
Earthing means connecting an electrical system, through its non-current carrying conductor
part, with the ground. The earthing or grounding of a system plays a vital role in maintaining
the stability and safety of the system. With poor earthing, electrical systems are prone to
damage or accidents. The following ﬁgure lists the purpose of earthing:
Purpose of
Earthing

Fix the potential of active conductors with respect to the earth
Limit the voltage in electrical system between non-current carrying
parts and the earth
Remove risk of electric shocks by implementing protection devices
Limit rise in potential because of medium voltage faults in network
with low voltage
Fig. 1.3.3: Purpose of earthing

Earthing can be mainly classiﬁed as follows:
Equipment grounding
System grounding

Equipment Grounding
In this type of earthing system, all the metal parts that are not carrying current are
interconnected and then they are connected to the earth. Hence, there is no potential or
voltage between:
The metal parts that are not carrying current, such as the enclosure body, cable channels,
metal race way and equipment frame.
The non-current carrying metal parts and the earth

System Grounding
System grounding is used to protect an electrical/electronic system from any kind of
superimposed voltages that are caused by an accidental contact with systems with high
voltage and lightning. This is also required to prevent building up of static charge on the
equipment. System grounding establishes a reference point with zero-voltage for the
system.
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The components of a ground electrode are listed in the following ﬁgure:

Electrode resistance

Rod-earth contact
resistance

Ground resistance

Caused due to
connection of
grounding
electrode to
grounding wire

Caused due to
interface
between ground
and electrode

Caused due to
soil resistivity,
which occurs
because of the
grounding
electrode

Fig. 1.3.4: Components of a ground electrode

The resistance of ground electrode connection inﬂuences the levels of transient voltage
during any event of switching and lightning. The body of earth may be considered as several
concentric shells surrounding the electrode. The shells, near the electrode, are of small
cross-sectional area and relatively of high resistance. For example, some of the screws which
connect motherboard to the computer case also connect the motherboard to the ground
case. The ground case is further connected to the earth by the help of power cables.

Electro Static Discharge (ESD)
ESD is the sudden build-up of static electricity when two diﬀerently charged objects are
brought together. While repairing electronic products, ESD is one of the issues that arises, as
it can cause damage to the electronic devices and components.
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The following ﬁgure represents some causes of ESD:

Absence of
electrostatic
wrist strap
Unshielded
cables and
components

Use of
synthetic
materials
Causes of
ESD

Improper
grounding

Movement
of air

Human
negligence

Fig. 1.3.5: ESD causes

ESD protection is essential for sensitive components during assembly of a device and in the
ﬁnished device. It can cause severe damage to components such as microchips. Grounding is
imperative for ESD prevention. An ESD simulator having special output circuit called human
body model (HBM) is generally utilized to test the vulnerability of electronic devices to ESD
from human contact.
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The following ﬁgure list a few points that should be kept in mind in order to reduce ESD
damage:
Use an ESD wrist strap

Use antistatic bags

Use ESD mats

Practise self-grounding

Refrain from touching components or pins
Fig. 1.3.6: Steps to be taken for ESD damage reduction

Use an ESD wrist strap: It wraps around the wrist and contains a metal component
touching the skin. A wire leads from the strap to an alligator clip that can be clipped to
the computer case. This results in the user and the case being at the same potential and
prevents static discharge.
Use antistatic bags: For handling electronic components, use antistatic bags. These bags
prevent static from building up and thus helps in preventing ESD damage to the
components.
Use ESD mats: These prevent static build-up at work benches. Technicians usually use
computers on antistatic mat.
Practise self-grounding: Usually self-grounding is used to ensure that the body is at the
same ground potential as the case.
Do not touch components or pins: If any circuit cards are removed, do not touch the
components or the pins. Hold the outside edges or the plastic handles.
Control humidity: When humidity is very low, static builds up faster.
Avoid placing computers on carpets: Static can build up on rugs or carpets easily than on
other surfaces.
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Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs)
MSDSs are available with most of the products which have a potential to cause damage to
the equipment or some sort of harm to the humans while dealing with them. A few
examples of these products are:

Cleaning solutions
such as LCD cleaner

Battery

Printer cartridge

Fig. 1.3.7: Examples of harmful products

Cleaning solutions such as LCD cleaner, battery, adapter and printer cartridge.
MSDS provides information about the safety factors of handling the products and includes
their characteristics, handling strategy, storage instruction and disposal method.
It is the responsibility of the technician to read the MSDS sheets which are available with the
products. For example, while using a cleaning product to clean the LCD screen of the
monitor, if that product is leaving some patches on the screen, then the MSDS sheet should
be immediately checked. To avoid such kind of situations, it is advisable to read the MSDS
sheets prior to using the product.
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2. Basics of Electronics

Unit 2.1 – Fundamentals of Electronics
Unit 2.2 – Other Electronic Concepts
Unit 2.3 – Inside a Computer
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1. Explain the fundamentals of electronics
2. Deﬁne electronic circuits and components
3. Identify diﬀerent types of electronic circuits
4. Deﬁne fundamentals of electricity
5. Explain other electronics concepts
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UNIT 2.1: Fundamentals of Electronics
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Deﬁne electronics
Explain the basics concepts of electronics
Identify electronic circuits and their components
Explain the fundamentals of electricity

2.1.1 Introduction to Electronics
Electronics is the branch of science which involves the study of ﬂow and control of electrons
(electricity) and their behaviour and eﬀects. This branch deals with electrical circuits
involving active electronic components such as vacuum tubes, transistors, diodes and
integrated circuits and passive electronic components such as resistors, capacitors and
inductors, along with interconnection technologies.
The following ﬁgure shows some concepts that form the basics of electronics:
Components and
Devices

Circuits

• Active
• Passive
• Analog Circuit
• Digital Circuit
• Basic Circuitry

Electricity

•
•
•
•

Ohm's Law
Kirchoﬀ's Law
AC
DC

Measuring
Instrument/
Equipment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital multimeter
Clamp meter
Power supplies
Voltage source
Current source
Oscilloscopes
Generators

Fig. 2.1.1: Basic concepts of electronics
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2.1.2 Electronic Circuits and their Components
All the circuits of a computer are made up of various basic electronic components. These
components are the fundamental building blocks of the electrical/electronic circuits. They
are generally found on the hard disk drive, motherboard and on the other parts of a
computer and its peripherals. For a ﬁeld technician, it is necessary to identify these
components correctly.
The electronic components are embedded on PCBs. A PCB acts as a base for the components
that are mounted on its surface and soldered. The components are generally soldered on
the circuit board according to a speciﬁed design. The circuits are initially build and tested on
a breadboard before being embedded on a PCB. The following image shows a mother board
PCB and a few electronic components embedded on it:

Fig. 2.1.2: Electronic components on motherboard’s PCB

Electronic components that may be embedded on a PCB are of two types:
Active
Passive

Active Components
These components depend on a source of energy to perform their functions. They can
amplify current and produce a power gain.
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The following ﬁgure represents a list of active components:

Diodes

Rectiﬁers

Transistors

Active
Components
Solenoids

ICs

Power
Sources

LEDs

Fig 2.1.3: Active components

Diode
A diode is a specialized electronic component with two terminals known as the anode and
the cathode. It has asymmetric conductance, which means that it conducts mainly in one
direction. It has very less resistance (ideally zero), to the flow of current in one direction. It
has high resistance (ideally inﬁnite), in the other direction. Diodes are usually made up of
semiconductor materials such as germanium, silicon or selenium. The following image
shows diodes:

Fig. 2.1.4: Diodes

Transistor
A transistor is an electronic device, made up of semiconductor material. Usually, it has at
least three terminals to connect to an external circuit. It is used to amplify or switch
electrical power and electronic signals.
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The following image shows a transistor:

Fig 2.1.5: A transistor

IC
An IC, also known as a microchip, is a semiconductor wafer on which a number of small
resistors, capacitors and transistors are fabricated. It can work as an oscillator, an ampliﬁer,
a timer, a counter, a microprocessor or as computer memory. The following image shows
an IC:

Fig 2.1.6: An IC

LED
An LED is a p-n junction diode which gives out light when it is activated. It is a two-lead
semiconductor source of light. Energy is released as photons when a suitable voltage is
applied to the leads. The following image shows an LED:

Fig.2.1.7: An LED

Power Source
A power source is a source which provides power to a circuit. Generally, it is a generator or
a battery. The following image shows a battery:

Fig. 2.1.8: A battery
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Solenoid
A solenoid is an insulated or enamelled wire coil wrapped around a cylindrical solid core.
The solid core may be of iron, steel or powdered iron. Solenoids can be used as
electromagnets and inductors in electronic circuits. The motherboard contains solenoids to
perform diﬀerent functions. The following image shows a solenoid:

Fig. 2.1.9: A solenoid

Passive Components
These components do not require any power source to perform their speciﬁc functions.
They are not capable of controlling current.
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The following ﬁgure lists diﬀerent passive components in a circuit:

Transformer

Fuse

Resistor

Passive
Components

Thermistor

Capacitor

Inductor

Fig. 2.1.10: Passive components

Transformer
A transformer consists of a metal core with coils of wire around it. It is a device used to
convert AC to the required values by decreasing or increasing the alternating voltages in an
electronic or electric system. The following image shows a transformer:

Fig 2.1.11: A transformer

Resistor
A resistor is a component in an electronic circuit which is built to resist or limit the ﬂow of
current in that circuit. It may be a small carbon device or a big wire-wound power resistor.
Its size varies in length from 5mm up to 300mm.
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The following image shows diﬀerent types of resistors:

Fig. 2.1.12: Resistors

Capacitor
A capacitor is a device which is made up of one or more pairs of conductors and an insulator
separating them. It is used to store electric charge. The following image shows capacitors:

Fig. 2.1.13: Capacitors

Inductor
An inductor consists of a coil or a wire loop. This component is used to store energy in the
form of a magnetic ﬁeld. The more the turns in the coil, the more will be the inductance. The
following image shows inductors:

Fig. 2.1.14: Inductors
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Fuse
A fuse is a device which is used to protect electrical systems against excessive current. The
following image represents a fuse:

Fig 2.1.15: A fuse

Types of Electronic Circuits
An electronic circuit is a combination of electronic components that are connected to
provide ﬂow of current. The diﬀerent combination of wires and components allows diﬀerent
operations, such as ampliﬁcation of signals, computation and transmission of data, to be
performed. The following ﬁgure represents types of electronic circuits:

Electronic Circuit

Analog

Digital

Fig. 2.1.16: Classiﬁcation of electronic circuits

Analog Circuit
In analog circuits, there is a continuous variation of voltage or current with time. These
circuits are a combination of basic components such as resistors, capacitors, diodes,
inductors and transistors.
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The following ﬁgure represents an analog circuit:

Fig 2.1.17: An analog circuit

The fundamental building blocks of analog circuits are:
Series connection
Parallel connection

Series Connection
In series connection, the magnitude of current is same through all the connected
components. The following ﬁgure shows a series circuit and in the ﬁgure, R = R1 + R2 + R3,
where, R represents the resistance in the circuit:

Fig. 2.1.18: A series circuit

Parallel Connection
In a parallel connection, the magnitude of voltage is same through all the connected
components and the current is divided among the various components. The following ﬁgure
represents a parallel circuit. 1⁄R = 1⁄R1 + 1⁄R2 + 1⁄R3, where, R shows the resistance in the
circuit and I represents the current:

Fig. 2.1.19:A parallel circuit
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Digital Circuit
Digital circuits use a binary scheme for digital signalling. Two diﬀerent voltages (high or low)
are represented by diﬀerent logic levels. High voltage, generally 5V, represents one value
and the other value represents low voltage that is generally 0V. The following ﬁgure shows a
digital circuit:

Fig. 2.1.20: A digital circuit

The following table describes basic building blocks of digital circuits:
Logic Gates

OR Gate

These are elementary
blocks of a digital circuit.
At any moment, the
terminal voltage level is
either high represented by
1 or low represented by 0

The output terminal is at 1 when
any of the inputs is 1 and is at 0
when all the inputs are at 0.
AND Gate
The output terminal is at 1 when
all the inputs are at 1, otherwise
the output is 0.
NOT Gate/Inverter
The output is 0 when the input is
1 and vice-versa.

Microprocessor/Chip

An IC containing all the functions
of a computer’s CPU.

Microcontroller

A small computer on an IC which
controls devices that contain the
microprocessor such as remote
controls, oﬃce machines and
appliances
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Basic Integrated Circuits
When an electronic circuit array is created by the fabrication process of diﬀerent electrical
and electronic components on a silicon wafer, then that circuit is known as Integrated circuit
or simply IC. These circuits have operations similar to the large discrete electronic circuits
made of discrete electronic components. The following table describes some basic
integrated circuits:
Circuit

Image

Description

Digital
Integrated
Circuit

These type of
integrated circuits
do not operate at
all the levels of
the signal. They
operate only at
some deﬁned
levels. The basic
building blocks of
these circuits are
logical gates,
multiplexers, demultiplexers, ﬂip
ﬂops and other
electronic
components of
circuits.

Analog
Integrated
Circuit

These type of
integrated circuits
operate over a
continuous range
of signals. These
circuits can be
further classiﬁed
as linear
integrated circuits
(Linear ICs) and
radio frequency
integrated circuits
(RF ICs).
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A commonly used
analog integrated
circuit is an
operational ampliﬁer
(op-amp). The basic
building block of these
type of circuits are
integrated circuits
(analog ASICs).
Mixed
Integrated
Circuit

These type of circuits
are formed by the
combination of analog
integrated circuits and
digital integrated
circuits on a single
chip. These circuits
are mainly used as
digital to analog
converts (DAC) and
analog to digital
converters (ADC).

General
type of
Integrated
Circuit

These type of circuits
include:
Logic Circuits
Comparators
Switching IC
Timer IC
Audio Ampliﬁers
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Activity
Categorise the following components as active or passive:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Resistor
Transistor
Capacitor
Diode
Fuse
Transformer
Battery
Solenoid
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UNIT 2.2: Other Electronic Concepts
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Deﬁne voltage and power
2. Identify voltage and power requirement for diﬀerent hardware devices

2.2.1 Voltage and Power
Voltage is the potential diﬀerence between a negatively charged component and a
component with positive charge. It is a measure of the energy carried by the charge and is
the "energy per unit charge". The proper name for voltage is potential diﬀerence or p.d. in
short and it is measured in volts.
Power is the amount of electrical energy per unit time given by an electric circuit. It is
measured in watts (W) or joules per second.

Voltage and Power Requirement by Hardware Devices
Computer is an electronic machine and hence it can only be operated with a source of
energy. It requires a standard power and voltage range for its operation. Every electronic
device or circuit is fed by the PSU.

2.2.2 Computer Power Supply Voltages
All the hardware components present in a computer, require some amount of DC voltage to
run. This amount may diﬀer from component to component. The following table lists a few
components and their voltage requirement:
Component

Voltage Requirement (in volts)

Mainboard or motherboard

12

C PU

3.3

Graphic cards

12

CPU fan

5

USB ports

5

So, in a computer broadly three types of DC voltages are required, which are +12V, +5V and
+3.3 V.
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Power ratings and voltages outside the permissible range can cause system failure.

PSU
A PSU draws the AC voltage from the source (generally from the socket) and converts it to
the desired level of DC voltage. It is usually found at the back side of a computer case. The
following ﬁgure lists the parts found on the back of a PSU:
A connection for the power cord to the computer.
A fan opening to draw air out of the PSU.
A red switch to change the power supply voltage.
A rocker switch to turn the power supply on and oﬀ.
Fig. 2.2.1: Components of a PSU

The following image shows a PSU:

Fig. 2.2.2: Interior view of a PSU

There are diﬀerent types of power supplies available in the market, but switched-mode
power supplies are globally used today in personal computers.
There is also a stack of diﬀerent coloured cables inside a PSU.
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The following ﬁgure lists the colour codes of the PSU cables:
Black Wires

•These wires are used to provide grounding.
•Every other color should be paired with a black wire.

Yellow Wires

•These wires denote +12V

BlueWires

•These wires denote -12V

Red Wires

•These wires denote +5V

White Wires

•These wires denote -5V

Orange Wires

•These wires denote 3.3V

Green Wires

•These are control wires to check the DC voltage

Purple Wires

•These wires denote +5V on standby mode
Fig. 2.2.3: Colour codes of PSUr cables

Power supply and computer can be protected from a surge and voltage drops by simply adding
a UPS (backup) to the computer.
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Activity
Write the voltage requirement of the given components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

USB ports
CPU fan
Motherboard
Graphic cards
CPU
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Activity
Match the following:
1.

Red Wires

a. +12V

[[[

2.

Blue Wires

b. -5V

3.

White

c. 3.3V

4.

Orange

d. -12V

5.

Yellow

e. +5V
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UNIT 2.3: Inside a Computer
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Explain the diﬀerent modules inside a computer system such as SMPS, drivers, hard disk,
battery and mother board

2.3.1 Internal Hardware Components
Inside a computer, there are various small electrical and electronic components. These form
the internal hardware parts of a computer. The components such as the keyboard, mouse,
speakers and printers are called peripherals and form the external hardware parts of a
computer. The following image shows some internal hardware components of a computer:

Fig. 2.3.1: Internal hardware components
Scan Image To View Mobile Video

Motherboard
A motherboard is the main PCB of a computer. It contains the CPU, memory, expansion
cards to regulate the audio and video, the attachments for the hard drive and optical drives
and links to ports of the computer such as the USB port. There is a direct or an indirect
connection between the motherboard and every other part of the computer.
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CPU

A CPU, also called as the processor, is positioned on the motherboard, inside the computer
case. It is called the brain of the computer. This unit takes data and instructions from the
storage unit and processes it as per the instructions given and the type of data provided. It is
then sent back to the storage unit. Whenever any keyboard key is pressed or the mouse is
clicked or any application is started, the instructions are send to the CPU.
The CPU chip (processor chip) can be identiﬁed by the processor type and the name of the
manufacturer. This information can be found on the chip itself. For example, Intel 386,
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) 386, Cyrix 486, Pentium MMX, Intel Core 2Duo and iCore7.

Fig. 2.3.1 A : Pentium CPU

RAM

Scan Image To View Mobile Video

RAM is the short term memory in a computer that is used to store documents while they are
being processed. It is available as a chip and is an IC soldered on the motherboard.
RAM slots are present on the motherboard and provide slots for inserting RAM chips. These
can be easily removed and replaced.

BIOS

A motherboard also has a provision for initial set up of a computer after the power is turned
on, which is called BIOS or boot ﬁrmware. The BIOS consists of a software code that gives a
computer the basic instructions to start. Whenever the computer is turned on, it runs the
program within BIOS to do some basic system checks, locates the operating system on the
disk and starts the computer.

Fig. 2.3.1 B : ZIP Socket

PSU

Scan Image To View Mobile Video

A PSU converts the input AC to low-voltage regulated DC power for the internal components
of a computer. The most commonly used PSU in modern computers is Switched-mode
Power Supply SMPS.

SMPS

An SMPS is also known as switching-mode power supply, switch-mode power supply,
switched power supply or simply a switcher. It is an electronic power supply which eﬃciently
converts electrical power, i.e. transfers power from a DC or AC source to DC loads, such as a
personal computer. The conversion process of electrical power becomes more eﬃcient with
high input voltage and synchronous rectification.
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The following images shows an SMPS:

Fig. 2.3.2: An SMPS

The following ﬁgure shows the block diagram of a mains operated AC/DC SMPS with output
voltage regulation:

Fig. 2.3.3: Block diagram of a mains operated AC/DC SMPS

In the process of output voltage regulation by SMPS, there are certain stages involved which
are:
Input rectiﬁer stage: This is the ﬁrst stage of voltage regulation known as rectiﬁcation. In
this stage an AC input is converted into DC. If the input is already in the form DC, then there
is no requirement of this stage.
Inverter stage: The second stage of voltage regulation converts the input DC, which comes
either directly from the source or from the rectiﬁcation stage, into AC. DC is converted into
AC by passing it through a power oscillator.
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Voltage converter and output rectiﬁer: The inverted AC should drive the primary winding of
a transformer, if the output needs to be isolated from the input. This in turn makes the
voltage high or low to reach the desired output level on the secondary winding of the
transformer. The AC output is rectiﬁed from the transformer if the desired output is DC.
Regulation: The output voltage is monitored by a feedback circuit and is compared with a
reference voltage. An additional power supply is used because the feedback circuit needs
power to function before it can generate it.

Expansion Cards
The motherboard also contains slots and provision for expansion cards. The circuit boards
which are inserted in the slots are called expansion cards. These cards allow a computer to
connect and communicate with various input and output devices. The various types of
expansion cards are video card, sound card, graphic card, network interface card and
Bluetooth card.

2.3.2 Electronic Components found in a Computer
The following ﬁgure lists a few common electronic components present inside all the
hardware devices:
Diode
Capacitor
Inductor
Resistor
IC
Switch
LED
Switch
Fig. 2.3.4: A few electronic components present inside the hardware devices
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Activity
Given below is an electronic circuit. Identify all the basic electronic components embedded
in the circuit.

Scan Image To View Mobile Video
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3. Installing Hardware
and Software
Unit 3.1 – Installing Hardware
Unit 3.2 – Conﬁguring and Setting up Peripherals
Unit 3.3 – Completing the Installation Process
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Install the hardware
Conﬁgure and set up peripherals
Set up the software
Verify the installations
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UNIT 3.1: Installing Hardware
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Explain the installation procedures given in the manuals
Identify the speciﬁcations for setting up the system
Check site conditions and customer requirements
Connect the system
Follow standard operating procedures

3.1.1 Reading the Product Manuals
A ﬁeld technician is responsible for visiting a customer’s site, reading the product or
equipment manual and understanding how the equipment works and should be installed.
Reading the manual plays a vital role in the correct installation/repair of the product. One of
the common causes of non-functioning of components of a system may be its improper
installation, which may happen due to non-compliance of user manual instructions. Hence, it
is of utmost importance for a ﬁeld technician to always follow the process and guidelines
mentioned in the manual.
The product manuals are also known as user manuals. They contain all essential information
for the user to make full use of the computer system. They include a description of the
system functions and capabilities, contingencies and alternate modes of operation and stepby-step procedures for system access and use. The following image shows a typical
motherboard instruction manual with a CPU:

Fig. 3.1.1: Example of a user manua
l
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A user manual generally has ﬁve sections. The following ﬁgure shows the ﬁve segments of a
user manual:
Sections of a user manual

Introduction

System
capabilities

Description
of system
functions

Operating
instructions

Error
handling

Fig. 3.1.2: Sections of a user manual

There is a help facilities section also available in the manual which describes a help desk
facility that the user can contact for error resolution. Help desk telephone numbers are also
included.
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There are various sections in a typical help book of a particular equipment.
The following ﬁgure lists the contents of a user manual:

Cover
page
Glossary

Title page

Contact
details

Preface
Sections of a
User Manual

FAQ

Contents

Guide how to
use

Trouble
shoot

Fig. 3.1.3: Contents of a user manual

Cover page: Shows the image of the equipment along with the manufacture’s name. The
title page shows the name of the equipment.
Preface: Gives a brief introduction to the equipment.
Contents page: Lists down the table of contents, that is, the list of topics along with the
page numbers.
Guide: Includes all the instructions that enable a user to operate the equipment.
Troubleshoot section: Includes all the issues and the resolutions for them, which the
users can handle at their end.
FAQs section: Covers all possible questions related to the product and the answers to
them.
Contact details section: Provides a call centre or service centre number where the users
can call and register their complaints and seek assistance to their grievances.
Glossary section: Includes terms which have been mentioned in the manual along with
their deﬁnitions. Their page numbers are mentioned alongside.
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3.1.2 Speciﬁcations for Setting up a System
To be utilized productively, all computer software need certain hardware components or
other software assets to be available on a computer. These essentials components are
known as computer system necessities and are frequently utilized as a guideline as opposed
to an absolute rule. Most of the software specify two types of system necessities that are
the minimum requirement and recommended. With expanding interest for higher
processing power and assets in latest versions of software, system necessities tend to need
some increment after some time. Industry experts recommend that this pattern has a
greater inﬂuence in driving upgrades to existing computer systems than technological
advancements.

Recommended System Requirements
Some manufacturers of a software often provide the consumer with a set of requirements
that are diﬀerent from those that are needed to run a usual software. These requirements
are generally known as the recommended requirements. They are always at a level above
that of the minimum requirements. They show an ideal situation which is required to run the
software.
Along the same lines, it is recommended that a ﬁeld technician, prior to a client visit, checks
the site conditions. This will help in the analysis and identification of the actual conditions at
a customer’s site.

3.1.3 Check Customer Requirements
A ﬁeld technician is responsible for the installation or repair/maintenance of the computer
and its peripherals. When work is allocated, it is important to understand and analyse the
requirement before going ahead with the plan of action, or visiting the customer’s site.
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The following ﬁgure shows the workﬂow for the role of a ﬁeld technician:
New Installation:

Carry the needed equipiment, manual and warranty

Carry the bill/invoice for new purchase

Conﬁrm the address and inform about the time of visit

Maintenance/Re
pair:

Ask about the service, repair, maintenance and Annual Maintenance
Contract (AMC) of the equipment
Carry the required tools and equipment parts

Conﬁrm the address and inform about the time of visit

Fig.3.1.4: The workﬂow for installation and repair

Before visiting the customer for installation or repair, it is important to understand the
requirement of the customer. The following ﬁgure represents the various activities which
should be done before a visit to the customer’s site is scheduled:
Check the new
requests or
complaints registered
by the customer

Call the customer to
conﬁrm the visit time

Based on the
requests/complaints
and location of the
customer, make a
route plan for the day

For repairs, anticipate
the problem

Carry tools and parts
accordingly

Greet the customer
and conﬁrm the
request/problem
registered by the
customer

For repairs, check the
warranty status of the
appliance and the
annual maintenance
Fig.3.1.5: To-do list for a ﬁeld technician
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3.1.4 Setting Up the System
There are certain steps involved in complete setting up of a system. The following ﬁgure lists
the main steps involved in a system set up:
Open the packaging of the new product

Take out the hardware/modules carefully

Check the modules inside the package
Connect all the hardware devices such as the central
processing unit (CPU), monitor, keyboard and mouse
In case of a laptop, connect the battery, plug in and switch
on the system
Fig.3.1.6: Steps involved in setting up a system

Open the Packaging
After getting the system to the site, remove the package carefully and check the modules
inside it. They should match the checklist. The following ﬁgure represents the steps involved
for unpacking the system to ensure proper installation:

Inspect outer packaging
for any damage

Move the package to a
convenient place to
unpack

Ensure proper levelled
space for the product's
removal from the
package

Cut bands around the
cardboard covering the
cabinet

Remove the cardboard
covering from the
cabinet, using scissors or
a knife

Remove plastic bag and
the foam packing
material

Fig. 3.1.7: Steps for unpacking a system
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The tools used for handling and unpacking the system are shown in the following ﬁgure:
Utility knife

Cutter

Fig. 3.1.8: Tools used in handling and unpacking a system

Take out the Hardware/Modules
Take out all the hardware/modules carefully from the package. Check and understand the
symbols on the package to know about the cautions and warnings related to the installation.
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The following ﬁgure depicts some common warning symbols along with their meanings:

A triangle with an exclamation mark within it represents a warning or a notice
that is important. .

A triangle with a hand that is crossed out is the symbol used to represent a
product that is sensitive to electroStatic discharge (ESD).

A triangle with a lightning bolt is a symbol used to represent a warning for the
potential of an electrical shock.

An F with two C's represents the FCC and is a symbol found on a package that
meets the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) guidelines.

An umbrella icon on a package warns that the contents of the package are
sensitive to water and should be protected.

A wine glass with a crack is a symbol used to indicate that the contents of a
package are fragile.

One or two arrows with a line underneath them indicate the direction in which
the box should be positioned. The line shows the bottom and the arrows point
upwards.

Fig. 3.1.9: Common warning symbols on a package
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Check the Modules
To ensure smooth installation, the modules inside the package must be checked so that if
there is any module missing or any damage found, it can be informed to the company as
early as possible. In addition, do the following things:
Check all the modules for any damage that may be caused during shipping. If any damage
is found, it should be reported to the carrier and the dealer
Check for any cracks on the monitor screen
Match the accessories against the delivery checklist

Connect all the Hardware Devices
After checking all the modules, the next step is to connect all the hardware devices such as
mouse, keyboard, Ethernet and so on to their respective ports. Computer ports are
connecting points or interfaces with peripheral devices that work to communicate with the
computer. For making the connection, correct identiﬁcation of these ports is necessary.
These ports are usually located at the backside of the CPU (in case of desktop computers).
The following image shows the diﬀerent connection ports for connecting mouse, keyboard,
USB and so on:

Fig. 3.1.10: Diﬀerent connection ports in a desktop computer
Scan Image To View Mobile Video
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In the case of laptop computers, the keyboard is attached to the monitor and other
connection ports are located on the side of the laptop as shown in the following image:

Fig. 3.1.11: Diﬀerent connection ports in a laptop computer

Provide Power Source
The last step of the assembling process is to provide power to the computer. In case of a
desktop computer, the power can be provided by simply inserting the power plug into the
socket and turning it on. In case of laptops, ﬁrst the battery should be placed into its correct
location. It needs to be charged after getting drained. For this purpose, an adapter is used,
which generally comes along with the laptop.

3.1.5 Standard Operating Procedures
Standard operating procedures provide a stable platform for performance measurements.
All companies, be it small or large, have documented work standards to ensure consistent
progress. It is the responsibility of the ﬁeld technician to follow these standards. The
technician should adhere to work standards to meet the targets and achieve sustainability in
the workplace. He/she should also follow the safety standards to stay safe while working
with electrical and electronic components.
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The following ﬁgure lists a few standard operating procedures for a ﬁeld technician:

Handle PCB with
ESD safety
standards

Use other
speciﬁc devices
for installation of
peripherals

Place the system
at a location as
preferred by the
customer

Carry tools and
manuals

Ensure that
appropriate
device and
model speciﬁc
procedure is
followed as per
the installation
manual
Maintain zeromaterial defect
during
installation

Fig. 3.1.12: Standard operating procedures for a ﬁeld technician

ESD
ESD is the sudden build-up of static electricity when two diﬀerently charged objects are
brought together. While manufacturing electronic products, ESD is one of the issues that
arises, as it can cause damage to the electronic devices and components.
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The following ﬁgure represents some causes of ESD:

Absence of
electrostatic
wrist strap

Unshielded
cables and
components

Use of
synthetic
materials
Causes of ESD

Human
negligence

Improper
grounding

Fig. 3.1.13: Causes of ESD
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Activity
Match the following:
1.

a.

The contents of the package are
sensitive to water and should be
protected.

2.

b.

A package that meets the FCC
guidelines

3.

c.

A product that is sensitive to
ESD.

4.

d.

A warning for the potential of an
electrical shock.

5.

e.

A warning or a notice that is
important.
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UNIT 3.2: Conﬁguring and Setting up Peripherals
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify the customer’s peripheral requirements and their placement
2. Connect all the peripherals
3. Install the peripherals

3.2.1 Customer Requirements
Understanding the needs of a customer is one of the foremost parts of a technician’s job
role. This includes the following practices:
Greet the customer and talk politely
Understand the customer’s requirement
Provide the best possible and cost eﬀective solution to the customer
Ensure that the customer is satisﬁed with the service
When work is allocated, it is important for the ﬁeld technicians to understand and analyse
the requirement before going ahead with the plan of action or visiting the customer’s site.
This means that they should be able to understand what their customers want and also
know how to satisfy their needs. They need to know how to deal eﬀectively with the
customers.
Requirement of some customers is such that they ask for additional peripherals apart from
those which are provided by the manufacturer. A few of the peripherals which they want are
printers, scanners, webcams, microphones, tape drives and speakers. It is important to
understand which peripherals should be carried while visiting the customer’s site. This can
be achieved by talking to the customer prior to the visit.
Further, the technician should place all the peripherals as per the customer’s need.
Primarily, the ﬁeld technician must listen to the customer, even if the viewpoint is the same
– let the customer vent it oﬀ. After the customer has ﬁnished, express feeling and then
respond accordingly.
Provide immediate response to the problem detailed by the customer, if possible. At times,
it may mean bending the rules, but customer satisfaction is the key to success and going out
of the way can just hit the nail on its head.
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3.2.2. Connecting and Installing the Peripherals
After the correct placement of the peripherals, the next step is to connect them with the
computer. Most printers, scanners, speakers and other peripheral devices are connected to
the system via USB ports. The following ﬁgure shows how to connect various peripheral
devices to the system:

Locate the monitor
cable.
Use the second cable
to connect the
monitor to the surge
protector.

Connect one end of
the cable to the
monitor port and the
other end to the
monitor.

Plug the keyboard
PS/2 connector into
the purple port
behind the
computer.

Plug the other end to
a surge protector.

Plug one end of the
ﬁrst power supply
cable into the port
behind the computer
case.

Plug the mouse PS/2
connector into the
green port behind
the computer.

Connect the speakers
to the computer's
audio port.

Locate the two
power supply cables.

Fig. 3.2.1: Connection of peripherals

Fig. 3.2.1 A : USB Flash Drive
Scan Image To View Mobile Video
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Installing a Printer
A typical printer includes components such as a cord, cable, ribbon and cartridges. Papers
Placed in the printer’s tray are a part of the printing stationary and not of the printer.

Install the cartridges in
the printer and place
paper on its tray

Insert installation CD.
Run the set up
application.

Turn it on.

Print a test page

Connect the printer to
the PC using the USB
cable.

Fig. 3.2.2: Steps to install a printer

Installing a Scanner
The following ﬁgure lists the steps to install a scanner:
Turn the scanner on
Click on Found New Hardware pop-up and then click Next.
If scanner CD is avalaible, insert the CD and then click Next.
Click on Start then select Control Panel and type scanners in the Search box.
Click on View Scanners and Cameras link.
Click on Add Device button and then click Next.
Click on Manufacuter list and then click on the model name.
Click on Finish.
Scan a test document to check its functionality.
Fig. 3.2.3: Steps to install a scanner
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The Requirement for Installation
Printers must be installed before you can use them, but this is usually very easy. The majority of printers
use a USB interface, and Windows will conﬁgure the printer automatically as soon as you plug it in.
However, you should know about some other possibilities when installing and conﬁguring printers.
Device Drivers
When printer manufacturers create printers, they also write device drivers for different operating
systems. These drivers provide the operating system with the details it needs to communicate with the
device. When you buy a new printer, the manufacturer includes a CD with software that you can use to
install it. Most manufacturers also submit drivers to Microsoft. If the drivers meet certain quality
assurance requirements, Microsoft makes them available via Windows Update.
If none of these methods work, you can go to the manufacturer's website to locate the correct driver. If
you can't ﬁnd a suitable driver, the printer will typically produce a garbled output.
Required Permissions
On Windows Vista and Windows 7, regular users can install the printer without any special permissions
as long as the print driver is available. If the print driver isn't available, the user will need administrative
permission to install a different print driver. Also, administrative permissions are required to install
applications, so regular users will not be able to install software applications that come with a printer. On
Windows XP, users need to be in the Power Users group to install a printer or add a different driver.
Wired Connections
The most common way a printer is connected is by using a USB connection. Printers commonly have a
USB Type B port, and you use a cable with a USB Type A connector on one end for the computer and a USB
Type B connector on the other end for the printer.
Wireless Connections
Many printers include wireless capabilities that allow wireless systems to connect to them without a
wired connection. The common types of wireless connections include the following:
1. 802.11. Wireless networks use one of the 802.11 protocols, such as 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g, or
802.11n.
2. Blue-tooth : Bluetooth is commonly used to create personal area networks (PANs), such as with a
mobile phone and a headset. Some printers support Bluetooth, and with Class 2 Bluetooth, the printer
can be as far as 10 meters (33 feet) away.
3. Infrared : Television remotes use infrared, and it has been used with printers. A drawback is that it
requires a clear line of sight between the printer and the computer.
Printer Sharing
In addition to sharing printers by placing them on the network, you can also share local printers. If you
share a printer on a networked computer, other users on the network will be able to send their print jobs
through this computer. For example, if you have a wireless network, you can connect a local printer to
one computer and share it. Other users on the network can then print to the printer.
The following steps show how to share a printer on Windows 7:
1. Click Start and select Devices and Printers.
2. Locate the printer in the Printers and Faxes section. Right-click the printer and select Printer
Properties.
3. Click the Sharing tab.
4. Select the Share This Printer check box, as shown in the following graphic.
5. If desired, you can change the share name. Click OK.
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The requirement for installation Cont...

Adding a Network Printer
USB printers are automatically installed when you plug them in. However, you have to take some
additional steps to add a networked printer to a computer. You can use the following steps to add a
networked printer on a Windows 7based computer.
1. Click Start and select Devices and Printers.
2. Click Add A Printer.
3. Click Add A Network, Wireless Or Bluetooth Printer.
4. Windows 7 will search the network looking for the printer. When you see the printer, select it
and click next.
5. Windows will attempt to automatically locate the driver. If it can't locate it, you'll be prompted
to select it by ﬁrst selecting the manufacturer and then selecting the printer model.
6. Select the printer, click Next, and then click Finish.
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Installing a Modem
Read the instruction manual carefully.

Place the modem in a location which has good air
circulation.
Switch on the power of the modem.

Connect the computer to the Internet or WAN port by
using Ethernet cables.

Run a setup program.
Fig. 3.2.4: Steps to install a modem

Installing a Webcam
A very small amount of user input is required to install the modern webcams. Most of the
webcams automatically get installed after being plugged in. If they do not get installed
automatically, then the driver ﬁle from the manufacturer's website needs to be
downloaded. The following ﬁgure lists the steps to install a webcam:
Plug the webcam
into any USB port on
the computer.

Let the webcam be
installed
automatically.

Insert the CD.
(packaged along
with the webcam).

Install the software
and click on Next.

Agree to terms and
conditions and then
click on Next. Then
click on Finish.

Run the application
and click a
photograph to check
if it is working.

Fig. 3.2.5: Steps to install a webcam

Fig. 3.2.5 A : Standard types pins

Fig. 3.2.5 B : USB Ports Controller

Scan Image To View Mobile Video

Scan Image To View Mobile Video
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Installing Speakers
There are two types of speakers that can be installed in a system, that is, USB speakers and
headphone jack speakers.

The following ﬁgures list the steps to install both the types of speakers:

Locate the USB slot.

Plug the USB
connector into that
slot.

Set the speakers
volume to a desired
level.

Play a song to ensure
the working of the
speakers.
Fig. 3.2.6(i): Steps to install USB speakers

Locate the headphone
jack.

Plug the connector
into the headphone
slot.

Set the volume to the
desired level.

Play a song to ensure
the working of the
speakers.

Fig. 3.2.6(ii): Steps to install headphone jack speakers

Fig. 3.2.6 A : Standard 4 pin and 6 Pin
Scan Image To View Mobile Video
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Installing & Conﬁguring Laptop
When you work as a PC technician, there will likely be times when you need to install or swap out
hardware. Some items can be incredibly easy to replace, while others will take a signiﬁcant amount of
time.
Disassembling Processes
Laptops are made by different manufacturers, and you'll ﬁnd that there are multiple differences in how
they are assembled. With that in mind, there isn't a speciﬁc set of hardware replacement steps you can
follow that will work for any laptop. However, there are some basic disassembling processes you can
follow.
Turn System Oﬀ
Ensure the laptop is turned off and that the battery is removed before starting. Some components, such
as the inverter, have dangerous voltages that can harm you. Other components can be damaged if the
system is opened with the power on.
Document and Label Cable and Screw Locations
A lot can happen between the time that you disassemble a laptop and when you put it back together. It's
worth your time to document and label everything as you go along. One method of labeling wires is with
small pieces of tape and a pen. Put the tape on the wire and mark it so that you'll know where it goes. If
you have a camera phone, you can also take some pictures to help you remember.
Organize Parts
As you're removing screws and parts, it's best to organize them as you're proceeding. For example, put
the screws holding the case in one container and put screws holding speciﬁc components within the
laptop in separate containers. Some screws are close in size but can be just a little longer or larger, and if
you put a screw into the wrong location, you can damage the laptop. Organizing the screws in separate
containers helps avoid this problem.
Refer to Manufacturer Documentation
This is extremely important. The disassembling steps are usually different from one laptop to another,
but the manufacturer's documentation shows the speciﬁc steps for your laptop. Without this
documentation, it's very easy to destroy the laptop, especially when you start removing items such as the
keyboard or display screen. You can often ﬁnd documentation for systems on the web. For example, I
used an HP Pavilion dv7 laptop for many of the pictures. I used Bing to search for “dv7 manual” and
quickly found and downloaded the manual.
Use Appropriate Hand Tools
You'll ﬁnd that a few different size screw drivers (ﬂat-blade and Phillips) are the primary tools that you'll
need when taking a laptop apart. Another valuable tool is a plastic wedge or plastic shim, which you can
use to pry open the case. This can be any piece of plastic strong enough to give a little leverage but thin
enough to ﬁt into tight spots. You can use something as simple as a guitar pick.
If you'll be handling the circuit boards, it's also very important to prevent electrostatic discharge (ESD)
damage. At the very least, ensure that you're using an ESD wrist strap. Connecting the wrist strap to
yourself and a metal part of the laptop ensures that you have the same electrical potential as the laptop
and thus prevents ESD damage.
Hardware and Device Replacement
The majority of hardware that you'll replace is accessible from the rear panel. You usually have only a few
screws that you need to remove to access removable components. Some laptops have multiple panels,
and others have a single panel. Figure below shows the rear of a laptop with the case closed and opened.
The case on the left has arrows pointing to the screws. When these screws are removed, you can remove
the panel and access the internal components as shown on the right.
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Installing & Conﬁguring Laptop Cont...

Fig 8.1.3 Rear of laptop with access panel on (left) and removed (right).

Plastics
Laptop computers commonly have plastic cases and covers that you need to remove to gain access to
internal components. They are normally secured with screws and often with clips or latches. Even after
removing the screws, you often need to pry the plastic cover off with a wedge. The size and location of
these covers varies widely from computer to computer.
Battery
A core component of a laptop is the battery. It allows the system to run even when it's disconnected from
an AC power source. Most batteries are very easy to remove and replace. Figure below shows a battery
removed from the underside of a laptop computer. Batteries are typically held in place with a latch that
you can slide to one side to release it. These often ﬁt snugly in the laptop, but gravity can help you remove
it. Turn the laptop over and release the latch, and the battery will fall into your hand.

Fig 8.1.4 Removing a battery

All laptop batteries aren't the same. You'll see them in many different shapes, sizes, and even types.
The most common type of battery used in laptop computers is the lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery. It will
typically last between one to three years or between 300 and 800 charge and recharge cycles, depending
on the quality of the battery. As it ages, it will gradually lose its ability to hold a charge.
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3.2.3. Installing Software
A software is a part of a computer which helps the hardware to function properly. It also
helps the input/output devices to communicate with the CPU. It comprises of the operating
system along with various programs of the computer.
A ﬁeld technician is responsible for installing the operating system software on the
customer’s system. Prior to the installation process, it is mandatory to check the system
requirements which include the storage capacity of the hard disk and random access
memory (RAM). In addition, he/she should be able to install additional software as per
standard customer requirement.
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Installing the Anti-virus Software
An antivirus software, also referred to as anti-malware software, is a software that helps to
prevent, detect and remove unwanted, malicious software from a computer. Malicious
software of malware is used to harm the computer and disrupt its functioning with the
intention of gathering personal information from it. In absence of a good antivirus software,
hackers can infect the computers with malware and steal sensitive data such as passwords,
personal data and identity. The following ﬁgure shows the steps for standard antivirus

installation:

Download the antivirus from its
parent website. In case of a
CD/DVD, insert it into the
computer’s CD tray.

Click Install.

Read the license agreement, and
accept the terms and conditions.

Wait until the install is completed,
and then click Finish.

After the antivirus is installed,
activate it. The computer may now
request a ‘restart.’

Restart the computer and the
antivirus is ready to clean the
computer.

Fig. 3.2.7: Steps for standard antivirus installation

3.2.4. Safety Procedures
The ﬁeld technician must adhere to the safety procedures. There are certain guidelines that
must be followed to ensure own safety and that of the co-workers. These guidelines provide
a sound, safe and flexible environment to work.
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The following ﬁgure explains the general safety guidelines that must be followed by a ﬁeld
technician:
Check if the tools and equipment are in a good working condition
Wear personal protective equipment
Keep the work area clean and free from clutter
Maintain proper body posture at work
Follow safety rules and guidelines
Report any breach of safety
Fig. 3.2.8: Safety procedures

The PPE needed by a technician includes:
PPE
Safety goggles

Description
It protect eyes from any kind
of spark or dust.

Rubber (safety) gloves

It protects the wearer from
abrasion, electric shock and
vibrations.

Safety boots

It protects the wearer from
electrostatic build-up and
slipping.
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Practical
Perform the steps to install a printer and connect it to a desktop. Test its functioning after
installation.
Equipment:
Working system/Desktop
Printer and cartridges
Paper
The participant must be able to perform the following steps:
Install the cartridges in the printer and place paper on its tray
Insert installation CD. Run the set up application.
Connect the printer to the PC using the USB cable.
Turn it on.
Print a test page
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Practical
Perform the steps to install Microsoft Oﬃce (MS Oﬃce) 2016 on Windows 10..
The participant must be able to perform the following steps:
Start the system.
Insert the MS Oﬃce media disc into the DVD drive.
The Windows will launch setup automatically.
Enter the product key when prompted and click "Continue." Read the license terms and
then check "I Accept the Terms of This Agreement.”
Click "Continue."
If there is need to install some of the products, click "Customize."
Select the ﬁrst program or tool from the list.
Repeat the previous steps for each application or feature.
Click "Install Now" to install MS Oﬃce on the laptop.
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Activity
While testing the laptop you realize that it is not giving audio output. How would you
troubleshoot the problem?
Components:
System with faulty sound card
Flat/Phillips screwdrivers
Screws
Sound card
Correct drive cables [Integrated Drive Electronics (IDE) or Small Computer System
Interface (SCSI)]
Audio cable to attach CD-ROM drive to sound card
Installation disk for the new sound card
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UNIT 3.3: Completing the Installation Process
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Check the functioning of the system
Check the functioning of the installed software such as antivirus
Ensure product functions are tested
Provide demo to the customer
5. Resolve customer queries
6. Take feedback from the customer

3.3.1 Check the System’s Functioning
After installing all the required peripherals and software, it is mandatory to check
the working of the system, to identify problems (if any) and to ensure its smooth
functioning. For computing and display systems, keeping a check on problems at the
initial stage ensures the longevity of hardware and software applications. The
following ﬁgure lists some basics questions that must be answered to ensure the
proper functioning of a system:
Is the computer switching on?
Are there any error messages?
Has any new hardware or software been added?
Has the computer been shifted?
Have there been any power outages or electrical storms?
Have all the power cords been reconnected and checked?
Is it a hardware/software issue?
Is there any malware or virus in the computer?
Fig. 3.3.1: Basic questions to answer to ensure the system’s proper functioning
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In addition, testing should also be performed to check the performance of a system
as shown in the following ﬁgure:
Hardware Testing

Software Testing

Functional Testing

Fig. 3.3.2: Testing required for checking the system’s functioning

Hardware Testing
Hardware failures are responsible for problems, such as the computer not getting
switched on by the user, it getting overheated or appearance of a blue screen. A
computer can function only when all the components work well together. Consider a
scenario, there is a broken hard drive, which implies that it doesn’t work.
Alternatively, it can also mean that it is slow or gives an error message on the screen
informing that one of the hardware components is having an issue.
As compared to software issues, hardware issues are harder to tackle, as a process is
needed to ﬁnd out exactly which component is not working properly. Hardware
diagnostics is run on most computers. It is used to check the health of the system
and detect faults in normal operations of computers.

Software Testing
When testing the software of a computer, the ﬁeld technician should ensure that
correct drivers are installed on that system. The technician should know how to use
hardware troubleshooter, how to conﬁgure a device and how to download as well as
install and update device drivers.
Using Windows 7 Troubleshooter
To run the Hardware and Devices Troubleshooter in Windows 7:
Select the Start button and click on Control Panel
Type ‘troubleshooter’ in the search box and click on Troubleshooting
Select Conﬁgure a device under Hardware and Sound tab

Download and Install a Driver
Select the Start button, enter "device manager" in the search box, and then click on Device
Manager.
Find the device that needs to be updated.
Double-click on the device name.
Click the Driver tab and select Update Driver.
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Update a Device Driver Using Windows Update:
Select the Start button, type "Windows Update" in the search box
Select Windows Update
In the left pane, click on Check for updates
Select the updates that needs to be installed. Then select the check box for the driver that
needs to be installed, then select OK.
On the Windows Update page, select Install updates.

Functional Testing
Functional testing can be done at the end. This implies that the computer should be
used as desired and then checked to see if its performance is up to expectations. For
example, boot up the computer and browse the internet after connecting it to a
network through a wireless ﬁdelity (Wi-Fi). This action will check the working of the
browser, the functionality of the Wi-Fi hardware and the conﬁguration of the
network connection.

3.3.2 Check the Functioning of the Installed Software
After installing the software, it is mandatory to check its functioning. If there is any
software problem, it will manifest itself into various issues: freezing of the computer,
pages not getting loaded, glitches during playing games or movies from the
computer. A computer needs device drivers to perform these functions. If the
correct drivers are not installed, it will lead to software issues. The only way to
resolve such a situation is to install correct drivers followed by re-installing the
software or upgrading the Windows program.

Check the Functioning of an Anti-virus Software
The typical steps to run an antivirus are shown in the following ﬁgure:

Fig. 3.3.3: Steps to run an antivirus software
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Open the antivirus user interface by double-clicking the icon on the computer and
select any of the following options:
Quick scan - This will guide the antivirus to perform a scan on the area on the computer
most susceptible to malware infection.
Full scan – This performs an in-depth scan of the computer. All the ﬁles are scanned. It
can take time to complete as it is a detailed scan.
Select folder scan – If malicious ﬁles are only in a particular folder, select the folder(s)
and perform scan on the speciﬁc or multiple folders.
Boot-time scan – Some viruses are in the system but they do not show up after the
computer is started. Perform a boot-time scan to detect and remove such viruses while
booting.

After the scanning is complete (irrespective of the option), a notiﬁcation will appear
with the scan result. If threat(s) is detected, click ‘show result’ to view the automatic
action taken by the software. Action on a threat(s) can also be taken manually.

Providing Guidance to the Customer
Demonstrating a product is a way of promoting or showing the operation of an equipment
to the users. The goal of demonstrating the workability of an equipment, such as a newly
installed desktop, peripheral device, software or hardware, to the customer is to make them
aware of the operation of that equipment and answer their queries related to its operation.
There is nothing better than a good demonstration session. It is only after a demonstration
(demo) that the users understand the operation of a particular equipment.
There are a few rules which must be considered while preparing for the demo. The following
ﬁgure lists these rules:
Customize
your demo

After the
demo, close
the deal

Rehearse
before
presenting

Test
everything
beforehand
Fig. 3.3.4: Rules to be followed to prepare for an eﬀective demo
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In addition, it is the responsibility of a ﬁeld technician to make the customers aware of the
user manual and tell them how to read it.

It can be a user manual which contains instructions for the installation of a
software/hardware or it may be a help book giving solutions to common problems
that may arise with an equipment. The following ﬁgure lists the steps for reading a
manual:
Step 1:
Determine
information

One must be able to determine and read as per the speciﬁed
requirement rather than reading the entire document.

Step 2: Scan
the document

Scan the document to determine its layout style and get a better
idea about the manner in which the content is presented.

Step 3: Find
information

Look up for the required information using headings, index or
the table of contents.

Step 4: Take
notes

It is essential to take notes for any important topic that one may
come accross while reading the document. Tips and warnings
mentioned in the manual should also be noted.

Step 5: Use
glossary

A person may come across technical terms while reading the
document. Meanings of such terms can be looked up in the
glossary section at the end of the manual.
Fig. 3.3.5: Steps to read a manual

Customers can have varied queries and issues. It the core responsibility of the ﬁeld
technician to respond to them.

Take Feedback from Customer
Just like it is essential to address issues within the facility, it is also important to get feedback
of the customer. The customer is always special and the customer’s feedback is the most
important thing for an organization.
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The procedure as shown in the following ﬁgure should be followed:

Fig. 3.3.6: Procedure to be followed for taking customer feedback

The time taken to resolve an issue and the diﬃculties that a customer encountered while
communicating the problem should be understood. The misunderstandings observed during
the interaction should be clearly documented.
The methods of interaction and behavioural aspects also need to be considered in drawing
conclusions after each task or problem handling routine. Getting honest feedback from the
clients helps to improve the organizational functioning.
The ﬁeld technician can get a feedback form ﬁlled by the customer at the facility.
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The following ﬁgure shows a typical template for a customer feedback form:

Customer Feedback Form
Please ﬁll the form. We value your feedback.
Date: _____________________
Location:
____________________________
Serv
Compla
New
ice:
int
Connec
tion
1. How would you rate our service?
Very Good

□

□
□
□

□

Good
Poor

2. Did the technician come with all the necessary tools and equipment to do
the job?
Yes
No

□

□

3. Did the technician behave politely with you?
Yes

No

4. Did the wireman have knowledge of the work to be done?
Yes

No

□

□

□

□

5. Any suggestion which you would like to share.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Fig. 3.3.7: A sample customer feedback form

Practical
Perform the steps to set automatic updates of an antivirus.
Components:
Desktop/laptop
An older version of an installed antivirus
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Unit 4.1 - Installing and Conﬁguring Windows OS
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:

1. Conﬁgure BIOS settings for Installing OS
2. Install / Upgrade to Windows 10
3. Conﬁgure System Settings
4. Install Linux OS
5. Conﬁgure Devices / Setting in Linux OS
6. Use Linux Commands
7. Conﬁgure Network Settings
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UNIT 4.1: Installing and Conﬁguring Windows OS
Unit Objectives
At the end of this module, you will be able to:

1. Conﬁgure BIOS settings for Installing OS
2. Install / Upgrade to Windows 10
3. Conﬁgure System Settings
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4.1.1 Ins talling and Conﬁguring Window OS
Installing Using a Disc
Clean Install
A clean install is intended for users who want to freshly install Windows on their computer (by deleting all
of the data on the hard disk and then installing Windows) or computers that do not have an operating
system yet.

1. Enter your computer's BIOS. Turn off the computer that you want to install Windows on then turn it
back on. When the BIOS screen appears or you are prompted to do so, press Del, Esc, F2, F10, or F9
(depending on your computer's motherboard) to enter the system BIOS. The key to enter the BIOS is
usually shown on the screen.
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Installing and Conﬁguring Window OS cont..
2. Find your BIOS's boot options menu. The boot options menu of your BIOS may vary in location or
name from the illustration, but you may eventually ﬁnd it if you search around.
3. If you can't ﬁnd the boot options menu, search the name of your BIOS (most likely located in the
BIOS menu) online for help.

Scan image to view Mobile Video

4. Select the CD-ROM drive as the ﬁrst boot device of your computer.
5. Although this method may vary among computers, the boot options menu is typically a menu of
movable device names where you should set your CD-ROM drive as the ﬁrst boot device. It can also be a
list of devices that you can set the order of their boot on. Consult a manual or the internet for help if
you're stuck.
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Installing and Conﬁguring Window OS cont..
6. Save the changes of the settings. Press the button indicated on the screen or select the save option
from the BIOS menu to save your conﬁguration.

7. Shut oﬀ your computer. Either turn oﬀ the computer by choosing the shut-down option in your
current operating system, or hold the power button until the computer powers oﬀ.
8. Power on the PC and the insert the Windows 10 disc into your CD/DVD drive.
9. Wait for a few seconds for the ﬁles to load.
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Installing and Conﬁguring Window OS cont..

10. Select language, Time and currency format and keyboard input format and click on Next.

Scan image to view Mobile Video

11. Click on Install now
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Installing and Conﬁguring Window OS cont..
12. Wait for a few seconds for the setup to start.

13. If you have a product key, enter it, otherwise click on Skip

14. Accept the license terms and click on Next
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Installing and Conﬁguring Window OS cont..
15. Select “ Custom: install Windows only ( Advanced ) “

16. Select the drive where you want to install Windows 10.
Note: Make sure the drive is formatted, if not you can format by selecting the format option provided

Scan image to view Mobile Video

17. Wait for a some time until Windows is being installed. This may take from a few minutes to a hour
depending on the hardware of your personal computer. once this process is complete, your PC will
restart.
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Installing and Conﬁguring Window OS cont..

18. Choose Windows 10.

Scan image to view Mobile Video

19. Wait for a some more time

20. Enter a serial key, otherwise click on Do this later to skip this option
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Installing and Conﬁguring Window OS cont..

21. Click on Use express settings to use the recommended settings. Alternatively you can even click on
Customize settings to customize the settings

22. Wait for a few seconds more
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Installing and Conﬁguring Window OS cont..
23. Enter a name and password to create your account.

24. Wait for a few seconds more

25. There you go, you're ﬁnally on Windows 10
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Installing and Conﬁguring Window OS cont..

Scan image to view Mobile Video
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UNIT 4.2: Installing and Conﬁguring of Linux OS
Unit Objectives
At the end of this module, you will be able to:

1. Install Linux OS
2. Conﬁgure Devices / Setting in Linux OS
3. Use Linux Commands
4. Conﬁgure Network Settings
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4.2.1 Installing and Conﬁguring Linux OS
Boot Computer Using Red Hat 6 Installation CD/DVD.Storage Devices that dominate data center across
the world. Those devices are as follows:
1. Select Install or upgrade existing system options.

Select Install or Upgrade
2. Select Language.

Select RHEL 6 Language
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Installing and Conﬁguring Linux OS Cont..
3. Select keyboard type.

Select RHEL 6 Keyboard
4. Choose skip media test, click ok if you want to check media.

Skip RHEL 6 media test
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Installing and Conﬁguring Linux OS Cont..
5. Select storage device.

Select RHEL 6 Storage Device
6. Type computer name or hostname.

Set RHEL 6 Hostname
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Installing and Conﬁguring Linux OS Cont..
7. Select time zone location.

Set RHEL 6 TimeZone
8. Enter password for root user.

Set RHEL 6 root Password
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Installing and Conﬁguring Linux OS Cont..
9. Select type of installation and review partitioning layout carefully also may choose Encrypt system.

Select RHEL 6 Partition Layout
10. Review partitioning layout, modify if needed. I have chosen default setup with Ext4 and LVM.

Choose RHEL 6 Filesystem type
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Installing and Conﬁguring Linux OS Cont..
11. Manually conﬁguration of LVM and RAID storage.

Conﬁgure RHEL 6 LVM and Raid
12. Creating partition and formatting ﬁlesystems.

Creating RHEL 6 Partitions
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Installing and Conﬁguring Linux OS Cont..
13. Conﬁguring boot loader options, also can give boot loader password for security reason.

Set RHEL 6 boot loader password
14. Select applications to install and select customize now.

Select RHEL 6 Installation Packages
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Installing and Conﬁguring Linux OS Cont..
15. Customize package selections.

RHEL 6 Packages Selection
16. Installation progress.

RHEL 6 Installation Process
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Installing and Conﬁguring Linux OS Cont..
17. Installation is completed successfully.

RHEL 6 Installation Completed
18. Please reboot your computer and login with root credentials as you set in the Step #8.

Reboot RHEL 6 Installation
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Installing and Conﬁguring Linux OS Cont..
19. Login Screen.

RHEL 6 Installation Completed
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4.2.2: Hand-on with Linux Commands
Basic Commands
SL
NO
1

Commands
root@utl:~$ pwd

2

root@utl:~$ ls

3

root@utl:~$ ls b*

4

root@utl:~$ ls -l

5

root@utl:~$ ls -a

6

root@utl:~$ ls -R

7

root@utl:~$ cat Utl.txt

8

root@utl:~$ cat >Utl.txt

9

root@utl:~$ cat Utl.txt Utl.txt >>new.txt

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

root@utl:~$ cd
root@utl:~$ cd com
root@utl:~$ cd ..
root@utl:~$ cd ../..
root@utl:~$ cd ~
root@utl:~$ vi <filename>
root@utl:~$ vi<file1><file2><file3>

17

root@utl:~$ i file1.txt

18
19
20

root@utl:~$ mkdir com
root@utl:~$ mkdir com lap mob
root@utl:~$ mkdir -p com/lap/mob

21

root@utl:~$ cd -

22

root@utl:~$ rm Utl.txt

23

root@utl:~$ rmdir com

24

root@utl:~$ rm -rf com

25

root@utl:~$ cp Utl.txt /root/Desktop

26

root@utl:~$ cp -r com /root/Desktop

27
28

root@utl:~$ mv Utl.txt /home
root@utl:~$ mv Utl.txt Utl2.txt

Description
pwd will show the Present working directory
ls will show the list of file and directory of present
working directory.
ls b* will show the list of file and directory starting
with b and end with anything.
{Listing of all files and directory along with
attributes (i.e. more detailed format like file
permission,file size etc.
Listing of all files and directory along with hidden
file or file starting with periods (i.e. file stating
with * like *bashrc
show the listing of file and directory in tree
structure.
user can use the command cat to see the preview
of Utl.txt file.
use to create file
transfer the content of Utl.txt and Utl.txt to
new.txt file.
To change the directory.
go to directory name com .
change the directory one level back.
change the directory two level back.
change the directory to home directory.
It will create a Blank file.
It will create multiple file at once.
to open file1.txt using Vi
i- to insert text in file1.txt
press Shift+: and then type wq to save and quit.
: q to exit without any changes in file
: x to save changes and exit.
It will create a directory name com
To create multiple directories
To create a directory with their subdirectory
go to last working directory.
Exp:currently user in /home/Utl/Desktop directory
and user last working directory is /root/Desktop .
so as and when user type cd - user directly go to
/root/Desktop directory.
rm remove the file Utl.txt
rmdir remove the directory name called com only
if the com directory is empty.
rm -rf remove the directory and also the content
or data available in directory.
copy the file Utl.txt to /root/Desktop Directory.
copy the directory com to /root/Desktop
directory.
move the file Utl.txt to /home directory
rename the file Utl.txt to Utl2.txt
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Hand-on with Linux Commands Cont..
User & Group Administration
SL NO
1
2
3
4
5

C o m m an d s
us er -D
us erad d n am e
us erd el - r n am e
us erm o d -c " co m m en t"
us er na me
pa ssw d us ern am e

D es crip tio n
Sh o w the d e ta ils o f all u sers
To ad d n ew us er in sys te m
To de le te pa rticu lar u se r fro m th e grou p
u se rm o d c o mm a nd is u sed fo r m o d ifyin g u se r
Ex p : If u se r w an t to in se rt co m m en t th en
To set th e p ass w ord o n pa rtic u la r u se r c om m an d w ill b e

Group Administration

SLNO
1
2

Commands
groupaddprojectX
groupdel projectX

3

usermod -G <Group
name><username>

4

usermod -G <Group
name><Group
name><username>

5
6
7
8

gpasswd -A username
groupname
gpasswd -a username
groupname
gpasswd -d username
groupname
newgrpabcd

Description
To add new group named projectX command will be
To remove group named projectX command will be
To add user in a group
Exp: To add username utl in a group name called projectX
usermod -G project X utl
To add user in a multiple group
Exp: To add username utl in a group name called projectX and
project Y
usermod -G projectX, projectYutl
How to provide admin right to specified user in a particular
group
To add user in a group
To remove group named projectX command will be
create new group called abcd
Note: User can be add in a group via usermod as well as
gpasswd command

User and Group Databases ﬁle

SLNO
Commands
1
cat /etc/passwd
2
cat /etc/shadow
3
cat /etc/group

Description
To check the all set password go to directory
To see password which is set in encrypted form
To check detail of all the group
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Hand-on with Linux Commands Cont..
NETWORK MANGEMENT

SL NO

Commands

Description

1
2

ifconfig
iwconfig

3

ipaddr show

Show the ip address eth0
show the ip address of wireless connection
Display all network interfaces and ip address
(a iproute2 command, powerful than ifconfig).

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ip address add
192.168.0.1 dev eth0
ethtool eth0
mii-tool eth0
ping host
whois domain
dig domain
netstat -tupl

Set ip address
Linux tool to show Ethernet status
Linux tool to show Ethernet status
Send echo request to test connection
Get who is information for domain
Get DNS information for domain
Listing all active listening ports

Notes
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5. Interacting with
Customers

Unit 5.1 – Understand Customer Requirements
Unit 5.2 – Interaction with Customers
Unit 5.3 – Suggest resolution to Problems
Unit 5.4 – Maintaining records for complaints and
resolutions
Unit 5.5 – Achieving Productivity and Quality

161
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Understand customer requirements
Learn how to interact with customers
Suggest resolution to the problems of customers
Learn how to maintain records of customer’s complaints and resolutions
Describe the importance of productivity and quality
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UNIT 5.1: Understand Customers Requirements
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify the customer requirements
2. Educate customer about diﬀerent aspects of installing and repairing hardware

5.1.1 Understand Customer Requirements
Understanding the needs of a customer is one of the foremost parts of a technician’s job
role. This includes the following practices:
Call the customer as per the complaint registered to understand the issues
Check time of visiting the location
Greet the customer and talk politely
Understand the customer’s requirement
Provide the best possible and cost eﬀective solution to the customer
Ensure that the customer is satisﬁed with the service
Address the queries and issues raised by the customer about the hardware devices

5.1.2 Educating and Informing the Customer
Educating the customer about the products and their operation is an important aspect of
ﬁeld technician. For the satisfaction of customer, a ﬁeld technician should inform the
customer about the operational behaviour and other information of hardware installed by
him at the customer site or premises.
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The following ﬁgure shows list of information about hardware which is to be used by
customer:
Warranty and
terms and
conditions of
devices

Cost estimate of
installing
hardware
Maintenance of
hardware devices

Use of hardware
devices

Operation of
hardware devices

List of
information

Fig 5.1.1: List of information about hardware
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UNIT 5.2: Interacting with Customer
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Analyse location requirements for hardware devices
2. Ask customers about their issues
3. Inform customers about repair procedure and warranty coverage of devices
4. Educate customer about annual maintenance contract

5.2.1 Analyse Location Requirements
For a ﬁeld technician, it is important to analyse the location before installing the hardware
components and other peripherals, for proper handling of and to prevent the devices from
any damage.
While analysing the location, understand the customer requirements such as where it
should be installed and whether it can be installed at that location or should be taken to the
service centre for any changes.
Some points that should be kept in mind while analysing the location requirements for
hardware installation are as shown in the ﬁgure:

Location should be
dirt free.

It should be away
from wet area.

It should not be in high
tempertaure and humidity
zone.

It should be spacious.

Fig 5.2.1: Analysing the location requirements for hardware installation
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5.2.2 Asking Questions
Asking Questions is also a skill. Questions may be asked to get more details or to be sure of
something. A ﬁeld technician should ask customer queries to analyse the problems faced and
seek inputs from them to understand the symptoms.
This ﬁgure enlists the points to be asked at customer’s premises:
Enquire about the symptoms and history of problem in
the hardware
At customer's premises

Ask about the year of purchase, service and warranty of
the hardware and other peripherals
Identify the problem based on customer's information
and examination of the hardware and other peripherals
Communicate the problem identiﬁed to the customer
and inform about possible reasons
Inform the customer regarding the costs involved and
hand over the invoice after task is completed
Ensure service is provided to achieve 100% customer
satisfaction
Fig 5.2.2: Points to be asked at customer’s premises

Depending upon the intention of asking a question, it can be:
Close ended questions – are mainly yes, no answer type questions. The purpose of
asking such questions is to get speciﬁc details. The following table shows close ended
questions:
Example

Question Tag

Did you come yesterday?

Do, Did, Is, Can, Could, Will, Would,
Shall, Should and so on

Can you ﬁnish this task in 2
hours?
Shall I do it now?

Open ended questions – are mainly questions which do not demand a speciﬁc answer but
are probing for details. The following table shows pattern of open ended questions:
Example
What do you think about the
meeting yesterday?
How was your day?
Where have
afternoon?

you

been

all
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5.2.3 Warranty Coverage and Annual Maintenance Contract
A warranty coverage is an agreement between manufacturer and buyer which assure the
customer to give free repair service till the mentioned date of warranty. A ﬁeld technician
should enquire about warranty coverage after inspecting the device which is to be replaced
or repair.
If the device is out of warranty coverage, inform the customer about the initial charges of
replacing the damaged part.
The following ﬁgure shows a warranty card template:

Fig 5.2.3: Warranty card template

Informing Customer about Replacement
In this, a technician is responsible to inform customer about the replacement or repairing
procedure of hardware. Tell the customer about the estimated cost of repairing or whether
the repairing will take place at service centre.

Annual Maintenance Contract
It is deﬁned as a contract between two parties about maintenance of the product owned by
other party on some terms and conditions which is negotiated in the starting and it is
maintained in the form of legal contract.
A technician should educate customer about this contract and its beneﬁts regarding product
maintenance and legal terms and conditions, so that in future customer should be able to
use this contract for repairing purpose of the damaged products.
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This image shows template for annual maintenance contract of hardware and peripherals:

Fig 5.2.4: Template for annual maintenance contract
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UNIT 5.3: Suggest Solutions to Customer Problems
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Provide solution to the customer problems
2. Explain customer about the estimated cost of repairing under warranty and time
required to repair the faulty equipment
3. Inform customer whether the module require replacement with reasons

5.3.1 Suggest a Solution to the Customer
After identifying the issue, a ﬁeld technician needs to oﬀer solutions. The ﬁeld technician
should explain all the possible solutions along with the cost associated. The ﬁeld technician
should then propose the best solution and let the customer decide whether to go ahead
with the given solution or not.
The following ﬁgure shows the steps involved in oﬀering solutions to a customer:
Suggest solutions to the
customer

Explain the time for ﬁxing
the issue

Explain the service method repair or replacement of part

Explain the costs involved

Seek the customer's
approval for further action
Fig 5.3.1: Suggesting a solution to the customer for an issue
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5.3.2 Inform and Explain Customer about Modules
Replacement
Under this topic, a technician required to inform customers on whether the module has to
be replaced or repaired with reasons. For an instance, if the product is under warranty
coverage then tell the customer about the estimated cost of repairing and time required to
repair it.
The following ﬁgure shows the step required to inform the customer about modules
replacement:
[

Visit customer's site
and understand the
problem.

If the product has to be
replaced, take the prior
approval of customer.

Tell the customer about
the estimated cost and
time of repairing or
repalcement,
whichever is required.

Analyse the problem
and ﬁnd out the
possible solutions.

If it is not in warranty,
ask the customer
whether the modules
will be repaire or
replace.

At last, tell the
customer to maintain
the copy of invoice and
warranty for future
purpose.

Check the device for
warranty coverage and
inform the customer
about the same.

If the product is in
warranty coverage, tell
customer whether the
module will replace or
repair.

Fig 5.3.2: Steps required to inform the customer about modules replacement
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UNIT 5.4: Maintaining Schedules and Records
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Explain maintenance schedules
2. Tell customer to retain the copy of invoice and provide the same

5.4.1 Maintenance Schedule
Maintenance schedule is vital for keeping records of servicing, repairing and performing
preventive maintenance. The service engineer should maintain service records and next
servicing schedules to be inform the customer about the maintenance of the components at
the facility. The service engineer needs to perform hardware and software maintenance.
The following image shows a sample maintenance schedule report:

Fig. 5.4.1: Sample maintenance schedule report

Hardware Maintenance
The ﬁeld technician should assess the condition of hardware components and upgrade the if
required. He/she should be aware of the compatibility issue. He also need to maintain the
warranty details of the components. If the warranty period is going to expire, he/she should
communicate that with the customer and ask for any extended warranty he needs.
In this case, there are two ways:
The customer can ask for extending the warranty period.
The customer doesn’t want to extend it. If there is any problem, he will buy a new one.
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The ﬁeld technician need to communicate about the above two ways and then tell the
details of further procedure.
The following image shows a sample maintenance requirement form:

Fig. 5.4.2: Sample maintenance requirement form

The technician should maintain a checklist for scheduling the maintenance. The following
ﬁgure shows a maintenance checklist:

Fig. 5.4.3: Maintenance checklist

5.4.2 Maintain the Copy of Invoice
Invoice is deﬁned as a non-negotiable instrument given by the seller to the customer after
purchasing of the goods and services. It acts as the bill of sale or contract of sale.
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Invoice template consist of the following content:
Trading parties (seller and customer)
Quantity of items sold
Date of shipment
Mode of transport
Rate and discount
Delivery and payment terms
The ﬁeld technician should provide a copy of invoice to the customer and tell him to retain a
copy of it for future purpose.
The following image shows sample of invoice template:

[

Fig 5.4.4: Sample of invoice template
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UNIT 5.5: Achieving Productivity and Quality
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Deliver the service within service level agreement (SLA) time
Identify customer’s requirement and put them at ease by providing appropriate solutions
Achieve customer’s satisfaction
Maintain no repeat or second escalation from customer

5.5.1 Deliver Service within SLA time
To achieve customer’s satisfaction, it is necessary to deliver the service within the time as
mentioned in SLA. Managing the expectation of a customer is not easy for a ﬁeld technician.
The expectations can turn into a grave problem if the responsibilities and the roles of both
the parties are not clearly deﬁned on paper and agreed upon by both the customer and the
service provider.
An agreement of a sort is therefore important to understand that both the parties –
customer and organisation– have duties and responsibilities to each other and these must
be properly detailed. This is where Service Level Agreement (SLA) comes in. An SLA is a
formal contract between the service provider and the customer, deﬁning services,
responsibilities, scope and duties of both the parties. For instance, an IT hardware company
may oﬀer routine inspection and maintenance service for a certain period of time as part of
one time cost at the time of purchase of equipment.
The following image shows an SLA:

Fig. 5.5.1: Writing out an SLA

It’s important for the service engineer to read and understand the SLA before visiting a
customer, so that all the queries, support and service can be addressed according to the
terms speciﬁed. This will minimize all the issues related to service expectations of a
customer.
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The following ﬁgure enlist points required to achieve customer’s satisfaction:

Quality and
Timely
Completion of
Work

Understand
work
requirements
of customer

Proper

communication
with the

customer

Providing
appropriate
solutions

Fig 5.5.2: Points required to achieve customer’s satisfaction

Maintain Records of Activity
One of the most important parts of good customer service is maintaining accurate records,
containing details of dealings with the customers. Customer records can help gather
information about how best to market a company's services and also help to ensure that the
organisation runs smoothly. Most records are stored electronically on a database.
Objectives of Documentation
To record all the problems reported by users.
To record the timing of the corrective action.
To record the issues that are escalated and to whom.
To record what action has been taken by whom.
To record when the outstanding requests get cleared.
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5.5.2 Maintain No Repeat or Second Escalation from
Customer

Achieving Zero Defect

Zero defect in work can be achieved in the following ways:
Do it right the ﬁrst time
Follow the process and
guidelines
Monitor and evaluate progress
Adopt continuous improvement

Fig. 5.5.4: Measures to achieve zero defect in work

Escalation Process
There may be cases where the customer’s request is not closed within the agreed SLA time
frame. In such a situation, the technician should escalate the matter to his superior/ back
line support and the escalation manager. The supervisor is responsible for ensuring that all
escalated enquiries are dealt with and resolved promptly. However, the technician should
try to exhaust all the options at his level before escalating any enquiry to the supervisor.
A customer enquiry should reach the supervisor only if there is a need to oversee the issue
from a holistic viewpoint. The manager will evaluate the situation, facilitate the issue
resolution and act as an advocate on behalf of the customer.
Complaints escalation process
The technician should do everything to resolve an issue in the ﬁrst instance. To facilitate the
fast and eﬃcient resolution of the issues at the ﬁrst point of contact, a complaint process
needs to be designed and followed.
If an issue is unresolved and needs expert guidance, the helpdesk technician should clearly
explain the escalation options to the customer before proceeding.
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The following ﬁgure illustrates the steps of a complaint resolution process:

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

•First contact

•Escalation to supervisor or manager

•Referred to Solutions team

•Further options

Fig. 5.5.5: A complaint resolution process

Step 1: First contact
A helpdesk technician needs to be empowered to resolve ﬁrst level complaints, complex
issues and make rational customer service decisions.
Step 2: Escalation to a supervisor or manager
If a helpdesk technician is not able to resolve a complaint, it can be escalated to a supervisor
or manager. The manager will review the problem, respond to the complainant and attempt
to resolve the issue to the customer's satisfaction.
In circumstances where the manager is unable to resolve the complaint to the customer's
satisfaction, the complaint will be referred to the Solutions team.
Step 3: Referred to Solutions team
The Solutions team will review and try to resolve the issue to the customer's satisfaction in
accordance with industry code and regulation.
Step 4: Further options
Most of the complaints can be handled internally by utilizing all possible avenues in resolving
the complaint. However, if customer is still not satisﬁed with the handling of the complaint,
then as a last resort helpdesk technician may seek complaint mediation or further assistance
from the supervisor.
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6. Understanding
Organizational
Policies and
Standards Modules

Unit 6.1 – Explain Company’s Policies
Unit 6.2 – Identify Company’s Product/Quality Standards
Unit 6.3 – Describe Company’s Safety Policies and Standards
Unit 6.4 – Interact with Supervisor
Unit 6.5 – Interact with Colleagues
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Explain Company’s Policies
Identify Company’s Product/Quality Standards
Describe Company’s Safety Policies and Standards
Interact with Supervisor
Interact with Colleagues
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UNIT 6.1: Company’s Policies
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify the company’s customer care policies
Identify the company’s code of conduct policies
Describe the organisation culture and typical customer proﬁle
Explain the company’s reporting structure
Deﬁne company’s policy on product’s warranty
Identify the company’s line of business and product portfolio and competitors

6.1.1. Customer Care Policies
The customer care centre is designed to meet the requirements, needs and expectations of
the users. It is done by providing timely resolutions to queries and complaints. The goal is to
minimize downtime and improve the learner’s overall experience. The team comprises of
experienced software personnel. They help a user by answering questions and guiding them
about using the tools. They are solely committed to collaborating and communicating with
the users. The following ﬁgure lists the role of a technical:

Role of Technical Helpdesk

Easy access
Fast Response time
Quick resolution
Timely follow-up
Communication with user
Collaboration with users and
feedback
Fig. 6.1.1: Role of a technical helpdesk
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6.1.2. Code of Conduct Policies
In organizations, the code of conduct means the core values, ethics, responsibilities,
commitments and virtues that every employee of that organization needs to comply with. It
lays down the general guidelines that the organizations expect from its people in speciﬁc
situations. Thus, it is necessary to follow a proper code of conduct in terms of behaviour
and work output delivered.

6.1.3. Organisation Culture
Organizational culture is deﬁned as the shared values, beliefs and norms within an
organization and the demands of a job role. A ﬁeld technician’s job is a customer facing role,
representing the face of the organization. The following ﬁgure represents the characteristics
of organizational culture which every employee should reﬂect:
Be polite to the
customer

Show integrity,
trustworthiness
and good
inetrpersonal skills

Be on time for the
service

Deliver the service
as per deﬁned
quality

Be well groomed
and look
professional

Fig 6.1.2: Characteristics of organizational culture

As a ﬁeld technician, you may need to cater to diﬀerent set of customers, from diﬀerent
backgrounds.
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The following ﬁgure represents the broad classiﬁcation of customer proﬁles:
Domestic
•Local language
•Region/area-wise code of conduct
•Technical know-how of the product
Industry/Factory
•Scale
•Point of contact
•Layout plan/wiring diagram for the industry/factory
Small Enterprises
•Point of contact
•Layout plan/wiring diagram for the building

Fig 6.1.3: Classiﬁcation of customer proﬁles

Company's Policies and Rules
If the company’s policies and rules are not deﬁned clearly, then the employees may not
comply with the disciplinary standards wholeheartedly. The following ﬁgures are a few
examples of company policies:
Conduct of an Employee
Equal rights of employees
Attendance/Time oﬀ
Product’s warranty and other terms and conditions
Line of business and product portfolio and competitors
Fig. 6.1.4: Common company policies
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Reporting Structure
There are set rules and regulations within an organization which an employee needs to
follow. These outline responsibilities of both the employers and the employees.
The following ﬁgure explains what working in an organization requires a ﬁeld technician to
ensure:
Follow the company's policies and rules
Follow the reporting hierarchy
Follow role as deﬁned in the workﬂow
Follow the documentation process
Follow the sales and after sales support policy
Fig. 6.1.4: Reporting and documentation process

Documentation
Right documentation can make a lot of the diﬀerence in getting quick resolutions. To
achieve this, certain steps need to be taken as shown in the following ﬁgure:
Document every complaint

Document common problems

Document ticket escalation process

Make documentation an on-going process
Fig. 6.1.5: Steps for right documentation

Document Every Complaint
The ﬁeld technicians need to document issues as they come in. In addition to recording the
symptoms described by the customers, they should probe for the right symptoms. For
example, if a customer says that his computer is running slow, the help desk needs to
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diﬀerentiate whether the problem is caused by a virus or a malfunctioning hardware or an
unpatched system.
The ﬁeld technician should know how to ask the right questions to try and resolve an issue
within the ﬁrst call.
Document Common Problems
Majority of the issues can be reduced to a handful of common problems. If there is a good
documentation process that has resolution paths for all common problems, then the ﬁeld
technician does not have to reinvent the wheel for every ticket. He can use the internal help
desk knowledge base and time tested processes to resolve the issues quickly.
A well organised process enables the ﬁeld technician to respond to a ticket quickly and
resolve most of the customers’ problems immediately.
Document Ticket Escalation Process
A good escalation process makes sure that when the ﬁeld technician is not able to resolve a
problem, he addresses ticket escalation promptly. The ticket gets send to the next level of
customer support and the customer does not have to wait for days for it to get resolved.
Documentation should be an on-going eﬀort
Documentation is not a onetime eﬀort; it needs to be an on-going process. The ﬁeld
technicians should regularly optimize the issue resolution procedures and processes. This
ensures that the customer issues are resolved promptly.
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UNIT 6.2: Company’s Product/ Quality Standards
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
Identify the company’s products and recurring problems reported

6.2.1. Company’s Products and Recurring Problems Reported
The Computer and Peripherals industry produces a wide range of products for sale to just
about all businesses and consumers. It can consist of products like printer, scanner, mouse,
moniter and other devices as mentioned in the above modules.
The overview of company’s product is as shown in the image:

Fig 6.2.1 Overview of company’s product

Recurring Problems Occurred
When a ﬁeld technician visit a customer’s site for repairing or replacing faulty modules, he
should kept a record of the visit and educate customer about the procedure of repairing, so
that in future problem persists, he can tackle that.But, sometimes these problems occurred
frequently.
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In this case a ﬁeld technician should perform the following steps to troubleshoot the
recurring problems in device as shown in the following ﬁgure:

Visit customer's site and
understand the problem.

Document the reason for
the recurring problem
and consult with the
superior to ﬁnd out
better solutions..

Analyse the reason
behind the frequently
occuring problem in the
device.

If it is the same problem,
ask customer whether to
replace the device or
repair.

Check the report of the
previous repairing
session.

Firstly, perform the
repeated procedure of
ﬁnding faults as
mentioned in the report.

Educate the customer
about the reasons
behind the recurring
problems, so that in
future, he is able to
repair it.

Fig 6.2.2 Steps to troubleshoot the recurring problems in device
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UNIT 6.3: Company’s Safety Policies and Standards
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify the safety procedures to follow
2. Identify the quality standards to be followed
3. Explain the ESD

6.3.1. Safety Procedures
As a ﬁeld technician, there are certain guidelines that must be followed to ensure own
safety, and that of the co-workers. These guidelines provide a sound, safe and ﬂexible
environment to work. The following ﬁgure represents the general safety guidelines to be
followed at workplace:
Always follow the correct procedures to ensure zero accidents at work.
Always use an appropriate tool for the respective task.

Always read labels and instructions given on the components.

Always wear appropriate clothing and remove metal objects before working.

Use prescribed protective safety equipment only.
Always follow Electrical Safety Rules when working with electrical machinery or
equipment.
Report all unsafe acts or unsafe conditions to the supervisor.

Fig 6.3.1. Safety guidelines
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The following table represents the dos and don’ts of safety measures at a customer’s home:
Dos

Don’ts

Place the inverter in a well aerated place

Never place the battery in a closed
container

Installation should be done on a ﬂat
surface

Never keep batteries close to water or
other chemicals

Battery terminals should be tightened

Never load the connection with more
than the mentioned capacity

All battery cables should be connected
in right direction

Do not operate device with damaged
cables

Keep the batteries connected when the
device is in ‘ON’ state

Never connect the inverter to an
incoming power supply

6.3.2. Quality Standards
A few simple principles, if adhered to, can ensure production of quality work. As a ﬁeld
technician, maintenance of quality and timely completion of work can be done in the
following ways:
Ensure that work is done is as per the guidelines and standard of the company.
Plan and organize the allocated work for the day.
Follow the proposed plan of action.
Inform the supervisor in case of any deviation or emergency.
Work to ensure 100% customer satisfaction.
The ﬁeld technician would get a job sheet or work allocation from the supervisor. The
supervisor will also share a plan of action with ﬁeld technician to ensure adherence to
timelines and quality for the work assigned.
The following ﬁgure highlights the points which help a ﬁeld technician in understanding the
plan to achieve 100% quality and timely completion of work:
Establish a
compliance
plan

Build a
communicatio
n strategy

Develop an
eﬀective work
schedule

Create a
review plan

Test the
product
Fig 6.3.2: Achieving quality and timely completion of work
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6.3.3. ESD Protection
ESD protection is essential for sensitive components, during and after production, while
shipping, during assembly of the device and in the ﬁnished device. ESD can cause severe
damage to components such as microchips. Grounding is imperative for ESD prevention. An
ESD Simulator having special output circuit called human body model (HBM), is generally
utilized to test the vulnerability of electronic devices to ESD from human contact.
The following protective gears should be used while handling components that are prone to
ESD:
Wire strap

Gloves

Safety Clothes

Fig. 6.3.3: Safety gears for prevention from ESD
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UNIT 6.4: Interacting with Supervisor
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Understand and assess work requirements
Identify the targets and incentives
Documentation of work on enterprise resource planning (ERP) software
Resolve personnel issues
Communicate any potential hazards at a particular location
Deliver work of expected quality despite constraints

6.4.1. Work Requirement
As a ﬁeld technician, one of the major roles and responsibilities is to understand the work
requirements. The major roles of the ﬁeld technician are as follows:
[[

With any issues in hardware and software, a ﬁeld technician needs to come-up with
solutions as soon as possible to eliminate any bottlenecks in terms of productivity. It is an
integral part of maintaining a smoothly running working environment having zero tolerance
for even major delays.
Coordinating with customers, co-workers, subordinates and superiors is also deﬁned as one
of the major roles of a ﬁeld technician.
Having a clear picture about the work requirements determines the smooth functioning of
an organization.

Understand Work Requirements and Targets
The targets and short term goals set by the organization determine the targets for the
personnel. The ﬁeld technician needs to understand the goals set by the superiors. The goals
may be set with respect to timespan as listed in the following ﬁgure:
Quarterly
Monthly
Weekly

Daily

Fig. 6.4.1: Goals set by superiors
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These goals then further deﬁne the targets to be assigned to the team responsible for all
hardware related personnel. The incentive policy should be clear so that the employees can
understand the policy well. It will motivate them to put maximum eﬀort in maintaining
hardware facility of an organization.
Any ambiguity in understanding the work requirements deﬁned by the supervisor results in
time delays and confusions. A ﬁeld technician needs to avoid such instances at all costs. For
example, failing to understand the priority of jobs or tasks assigned by the supervisor for the
day. Understanding the technical requirement is also equally important. So, while replacing
faulty modules, a ﬁeld technician should check the warranty on the faulty module while
replacing it and also ensure that no damage to the other hardware is done.

6.4.2 Documentation of Work on ERP Software
One of the most important parts of good customer service is maintaining accurate records,
containing details of dealings with the customers. Customer records can help gather
information about how best to market a company's services and also help to ensure that the
organisation runs smoothly. Most records are stored electronically on a database.
ERP software is used in company to maintain the records of work performed by the ﬁeld
technician. It is deﬁned as the business management software consist of integrated
applications required to manage the documentation process and control back oﬃce related
functions such as human resources and other technologies.
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The following ﬁgure shows sample of ERP software used in an organisation:

[

Fig 6.4.2: Sample of ERP software used in an organisation
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6.4.3 Work Ethics
Work ethics means diﬀerentiating between the right and the wrong way of doing a job and
adopting the right conduct. Work ethics involve certain principles as shown in the following
ﬁgure:

Resolve personnel issues

Delivery of work as per
standards and guidelines

Inform superior about
any potential hazards

Fig 6.4.3: Work ethics

Consider an example: Pawan ﬁnished the task assigned to him. He has done the work on time
and in an eﬃcient manner. He also informed his supervisor regarding a major safety breach
which helped in preventing an accident situation. Pawan was awarded an incentive for the
best work done in that month. Later on, for his alertness and proactive stance he was also
awarded by the MD of the company.

Resolve Personnel Issues
Resolving personnel issues involves the followings:
Communicating eﬀectively with the personnel ensures positive feedback in the
organization. Two-way communication within and beyond the facility is also advised for
ﬁeld technician in any organization.
All conﬂicts of interest, misunderstandings and personnel grievances need to be
understood and then reported to the higher authority.
Suggestions on resolving the problems is important as it helps the facility staﬀ to
concentrate on the job at hand.
Any personal issue or grievance also needs to be attended to by the ﬁeld technician himself
before pushing the issue through to the supervisors. Managing the personnel is the most
important part of team eﬀort towards a uniﬁed goal.

Delivery of Work of Expected Quality
Delivery of work as per expected quality should be maintained in the following ways:
Ensure the work done is as per the guidelines and standard of the company.
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Plan and organize work for the day.
Follow the plan.
Inform supervisor in case of any deviation or emergency.
The following ﬁgure highlights the points which help the employers in developing a plan to
achieve 100% quality and timely work completion:

Establish a
compliance plan

Build a
communication
strategy

Develop an
eﬀective work
schedule

Test the product

Create a review
plan

Fig. 6.4.4: Achieving quality and timely work completion

Inform Superior about Potential Hazards
Understanding all the possible hazards that can happen in a facility are the responsibilities of
a ﬁeld technician. One possible cause of hazard could be the lack of clear understanding
about the company’s code of conduct or reference handbook which puts constraints on the
use of equipment for purpose that is against the code of conduct. A ﬁeld technician can
handle the hazard by:
Communicating any such hazard to the supervisor can prevent unaﬀordable downtimes
which could hamper critical functioning of the organization.
Having clear communication with the other staﬀ members and getting in place early
warning systems for potential threats in another dimension.
Making risk assessment is an integral part of a ﬁeld technician job description. Potential
hazards should be assessed with precision and supported with practical evidence.
Adopting a systematic approach is one dimension of communicating potential hazards.
The following ﬁgure shows a systematic approach for handling hazards:

Identiﬁcation of
cause

Assessment of the
cause

Fig. 6.4.5: Systematic approach for handling hazards
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Activity
Tick the actions which can prove to be a threat to the health and safety of a ﬁeld technician.
Smoking near combustible substances
Oil spill near customer interaction area
Tools lying on a table of a technician
Tools lying on the ﬂoor
Entering a ‘No Entry’ zone at customer site
Touching a live wire hanging out of a panel
Working in dim light
Walking on a wet ﬂoor
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UNIT 6.5: Interacting with Colleagues
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Receive spares from tool room or stores or deposit faulty modules and tools to stores
2. Pass on customer complaints to colleagues
3. Assist colleagues with resolving ﬁeld problems
4. Resolve conﬂicts and achieve smooth workﬂow

6.5.1 Interpersonal Relationship
Every worker works towards a common goal in an organization, still all of them are divided
by certain roles and activities and the way they accomplish that objective. Inter-personnel
communication – whether formal or informal - is the most common and important key to
accomplish productivity and perform social functions in an organization.
The primary objective of a ﬁeld technician is to understand the process and the health of the
communication taking place among the co-workers in order to improve its quality. To
maintain a healthy interpersonal relationship, it is important to adhere to the points shown
in the following ﬁgure:

Interpersonal Relationship

Resolve interpersonal conﬂict and
ensure smooth ﬂow of work

Receive Equipment/Tools from
Stores
Pass on customer complaints to
colleagues in respective geographical
locations
Assist colleagues to resolve ﬁeld
problems

Fig 6.5.1: Managing interpersonal relationship

Resolve Conﬂicts
As discussed earlier, individuals are divided by roles and responsibilities in an organization
despite working towards a common goal. Hence possibility of conﬂicts is nearly unavoidable.
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Here are a few tips to reinstate better communication among co-workers in such quandary.
Clarify role and responsibilities
Going to basics is the best way to resolve a problem. Role of a ﬁeld technician is to
ensure a glitch-free workﬂow in an organization. He and his team will participate in
addressing IT issues, whether small or big. Providing a more rounded perspective of job
roles and responsibilities oﬀers inculcation of a positive and resolute approach for
problems among co-workers. Also, this enables people with less job experience take up
things in a more constructive manner.
Plan strategically
In most organizations, conﬂicts between co-workers occur due to tight schedules and
deadlines. Employees working on deadlines are required to work on short turnaround
times, resulting in causing frustration and stress. Strategic planning in advance is the
best way to avoid such circumstances. Irrespective of the team size, this can be achieved
by deploying tools like Calendar to communicate deadlines. The following image shows
planning using a calendar:

Fig. 6.5.2: Planning using a calendar

Receive Equipment/Tools from Stores
Getting the job done in a process depends on information communication. Furthermore,
accuracy of the end result entirely depends on eﬀective inter-personnel communication. For
example, the IT department of an organization wants to replace old computers with the new
ones, accurately and smoothly. The entire exchange process depends on how eﬀectively the
IT department communicated with the person in charge at the store, the requirement for
infrastructure upgrade.

Customer Complaints in the Respective Geographical Area
Serving customers at an organization with a wide spectrum of consumer base poses
additional challenges. Maintaining service quality in such cases can be a challenging task,
owing to cultural and social diversity. However, such barriers can be overcome in a better
way by giving the opportunity to a worker hailing from the respective geographical area.
Addressing such problems in this way can improve the ability of an organization to
implement strategies aimed at improving the service quality.
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The following images show the segmentation of the customer base to collect their
complaints accordingly:

Fig. 6.5.3: Segmentation of customer base

Assist Colleagues
Be it work allocation, manpower distribution or identiﬁcation of areas of high
responsiveness, healthy communication is the key to improve service quality. Informal
communication is what is usually seen to be dominant in most workplaces. People asking for
help from the person sitting at the adjacent desk to troubleshoot a hardware issue, rather
than consulting a ﬁeld technician, is one of the most common examples of informal
communication. The communication is spontaneous and successful in achieving the goal,
paving the way to formal inter-personnel communication. Despite having established
communication procedures, the informal communications occur in every organization and
help in resolving problems and conﬂicts in real time. Hence, the role of a ﬁeld technician is
to understand potential of this form of communication and further it with the help of
modern-day technologies.
The following image shows colleagues assisting each other:

Fig. 6.5.4: Colleagues assisting each other
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Activity: Role Play
You are assigned the task to install a hardware at a customer’s site. You reach the
customer’s site along with your colleague. Your colleague starts arguing and shouting at you
in front of the customer. What will you do?
Perform the role play.

Hints:
Ask one participant to play the role of the technician and the other will play the role of the
colleague who is shouting. Ask a third participant to be the customer.
After the role play, discuss with other participants/viewers about what the players could
have done better or if they missed a step/process.
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7. Soft Skills
Unit 7.1 – Writing skills
Unit 7.2 – Interacting with People
Unit 7.3 – Decision Making
Unit 7.4 – Team Work and Multitasking
Unit 7.5 – Relative and Critical Thinking
Unit 7.6 – Personal Grooming
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Key Learning Outcomes
At the end of this module, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Write reports and forms as needed for the role
Interact with people
Make decisions
Work in a team and perform multitasking
Identify how to enable relative and critical thinking while performing tasks
Identify various aspects of personal grooming
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UNIT 7.1: Writing Skills
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Write down problems on job sheet and details of work done
2. Make reports and ﬁll forms

7.1.1. Writing Information in a Job Sheet
A job sheet is a document prepared by a senior at a workplace, typically a supervisor, for the
technicians to ﬁll each time they undertake a task (a job, such as ﬁxing a hardware or
installing a new device). Job sheets serve the purpose of storing records for later reference
as well as act as a proof of the job completed along with the eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency
with which it was completed.
A job sheet has various ﬁelds/columns that correspond to the description of the job such as
when was the job assigned, what is the customer name, address and phone number, is the
product under warranty, was the job completed on time, who was assigned the job,
customer signature and other such ﬁelds.
A technician needs to, therefore, possess certain writing skills to ensure that the documents
are ﬁlled correctly and legitimately. The technician’s handwriting needs to be clear and
easily readable by the customers as well as the supervisors. Moreover, the technician should
be able to read and then rightfully ﬁll the information in the specific fields.
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The following ﬁgure shows a sample of a job sheet that a ﬁeld technician is required to ﬁll
for every job assigned to them:

Fig. 7.1.1: A sample job sheet

7.1.2. Filling Information in an Invoice
Though an invoice is generally system generated with a sale of a product, but sometimes, a
technician may be required to ﬁll few ﬁelds in the invoice at customer site depending on the
circumstances. For example, in case of a faulty part in a printer, a ﬁeld technician may have
to carry a new part to replace and the invoice sheet for that part. But the invoice will be
ﬁlled with the details only if the faulty part is beyond repair and the customer agrees to pay
for the new part.
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The following ﬁgure shows a sample of an invoice that a ﬁeld technician may be required to
ﬁll for a speciﬁc job assigned:

Fig. 7.1.2: A sample invoice

7.1.3. Filling a Checklist
In addition to other forms, a technician may also need to adhere and ﬁll a checklist for a
speciﬁc job/task. In order to ﬁll the checklist, the technician should be able to read it
correctly and then ﬁll correct responses based on the task completed. Typically, a checklist is
usually a Yes or No format where a technician has to simply tick the columns/ﬁelds. But
sometimes, there may be few ﬁelds for which the technician may need to write small
sentences or statements.
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The following ﬁgure shows a sample of a checklist that a ﬁeld technician is required to ﬁll
sometimes for a job, for example ﬁxing a faulty hard drive:

Fig. 7.1.3: A sample checklist
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UNIT 7.2: Interacting with People
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the basic communication skills
Deﬁne listening, communication, critical thinking and decision making
Identify critical thinking skills
Recognize factors that limit decision making skills

7.2.1 Listening
No matter where a technician may be, whether in ﬁeld or in the organization, one does not
only want to be heard but, wants to be truly be understood. Therefore, active listening plays
a vital role while interacting with people. This skill can be developed with practice and
patience.

What is Listening?
In a layman’s term, listening means paying attention. It means full concentration, engagement
in and absorption of what the other person is trying to convey. It includes expressing and
giving responses by:
Shaking the head (expressing denial/no)

Nodding the head (expressing agreement/yes)

Asking questions to clarify

Making/maintaining eye contact

Fig. 7.2.1: Way of expressing and giving response to show active listening

Why is Listening Important?
In ﬁled, working with customer, supervisors and colleagues, there are three major reasons as
to why listening is essential.
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The following ﬁgure lists these three major reasons:
Shows respect for colleagues and earn their trust
• Given the amount of pressure and stress at a workplace, people like to have
understanding and supportive colleagues.
• A person's value increases when they show understanding and reach out.
Helps understand issues and provide solutions
• An active listener gains a better insight to any of the colleague's concerns.
• A deeper understanding to problem results in providing better and accurate
solutions.
Helps to diﬀuse conﬂict
• A workplace loaded with ideas is subject to conﬂict of interests.
• A person's openness to opinions and diﬀerent perceptions revolving around
a situation help in diﬀusion of conﬂicts.
Fig. 7.2.2: Importance of listening

How Does Listening Improve Workplace Performance?
One can notice beneﬁts if there is emphasis laid on eﬀective listening at work. It results in
better productivity, timely achievement of goals and a better coordination between
employees. The following ﬁgure lists factors that help in improving a workplace
performance:
Reduces Conﬂicts
• People if not
heard tend to look
for other
opportunities
because it builds
resentment.
• A good listener
always helps his
colleagues to
reduce
communication
gap.

Reﬂects Caring
Attitude

Increases Working
Rate

• Employees react
to the open door
policy in a positive
manner.

• When employees
listen eﬀectively,
the tasks are
accomplished
before time and
the pace of work
is much faster.

• Employees are
aware that they
will be heard and
the issues will be
resolved with a
best solution.

• This step helps in
maintaining focus
and clarity
towards the task.

Decreases
Duplication of
Eﬀorts
• Good listeners
tend to make less
mistakes while
working leading to
higher
productivity.
• For someone
who is not an
efective listener,
the productivity is
slow due to less
comprehension.

Fig.7.2.3: Factors that help in improving a workplace performance
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7.2.2 Communication
Communication means sending/receiving information by writing or speaking. There are a lot
of technicians who often struggle in communicating.
When on a visit to a customer’s site, to ensure good service, the customer’s requirement
should be understood and a solution should be suggested.
The following ﬁgure represents the points to be taken care of while communicating with a
customer:
Ask input from the
customer to understand
the problem in case of
repair/maintenance
Educate on precautions
to be taken post repair

Interpret statement of
symptom
Communication
with Customer

Inform and educate the
customer about
warranty, cost of service
and module replacement

Put the customer at ease
to generate conﬁdence
Communicate in the
local language

Fig 7.2.4: Communicating with a customer

There may be instances during a conﬂict where people may lose their temper. It is important
for a person to control anger at all times as anger leads to mistakes. The following ﬁgure lists
a few points to communicate when angry:

Stop

Think

Talk

Listen

Fig. 7.2.5: Steps to communicate when angry

In case a person is very angry, it is advisable to ‘stop’ and step back to breathe. Take a few
minutes to calm down. Once the anger subsides, try to ‘think’ and ﬁgure what the real
problem was and where/how the situation worsened? Finally, go ahead and ‘talk’ to the
concerned person. After talking, ‘listen’ carefully about what the other person say what they
feel .
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UNIT 7.3: Decision Making
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Make on-spot decisions on ﬁeld
2. Decide whether to call customer care

7.3.1. Making Decisions in the Field
The ability to choose the best between multiple courses of action is called decision making.
Decision making involves using either a person’s intuition or reasoning, or both. Deciding
upon something using your ‘gut-feeling’ is intuition.
At your workplace or in the ﬁeld, intuition typically involves a person making decisions on
the basis of prior work experience, values or both. Reasoning involves using factual data to
interpret situations and take a ﬁnal decision. Emotional aspects are usually ignored while
making such decisions.
Numerous issues can limit a person from taking the right decision. The following ﬁgure
explains the factors responsible for this:
Not enough
information

•It is highly unlikely, that a person can take the right decision
without adequate amount of information.

Too much
information

•Having too much information tends to confuse the person which
leads to taking a wrong decision. Filtering important information is
necessary.

Too many people

•Often, decision making in a group is diﬃcult as it involves varied
perspectives and ideas. Sometimes, taking the most suitable
decison is better than taking none.

Vested interests

•Such interests can be a hinderance to as identifying and addressing
them is diﬃcult.

Emotional
attachment

•Many people, who are attached to their status quo are most often
the ones who ﬁnd it diﬀcult to take a decion in case of prospect of
change.
Fig. 7.3.1: Factors that limit decision making
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7.3.2. Points to Consider for Decision Making
While making decisions in the ﬁeld, you need to consider the points listed in the following
ﬁgure:

What decision
What are the
needs to be taken choices and risks
involved

Compare the
choices and
evaluate the
options

Select the best
possible option

Implement the
deciosn and
check the results

Fig. 7.3.2: Points to be considered for decision making

When making important decisions related to work, a ﬁeld technician needs to ask the
following questions and the answers to these questions would help make the correct
decision at the right time:
What decision needs to be taken? Is it a spontaneous decision, can it be made at a
technician level and is it absolutely necessary to make the decision immediately?
What are the choices and risks involved? Analyse the risks that are involved if the
technician does make a decision and implements it in the ﬁeld. If the risks are too high, it
is best to avoid making the decision. Then, analyse all the choices and the least risk
involved in the best choice.
What is the best choice? Compare the choices and evaluate the options to arrive at the
best choice.
Which seems to be the best possible choice for the current situation in the given time
frame? Select the best possible option based on the circumstances and time.
Will the results be as expected? Implement the decision and check the results.
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UNIT 7.4: Team Work and Multitasking
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify essential aspects of working in a team
2. Share work load as required
3. Achieve the targets given on service and sales

7.4.1. Working in a Team
A ﬁeld technician needs to be able to work in a team. To work in a team, a technician should
be able to get along with fellow technicians, respect others and show a cooperative
behaviour always.
Working in and as a team enables some positive aspects as listed in the following ﬁgure:
A supervisors trust in the technicians to ensure that tasks are
completed as expected
Technicians who are always ready to help others in time of
need
Entire team sharing the same vision for their work

Using others stregth to overcome own weaknesses
Good support for each other and positive manner of
working
Always lsitening to others' suggestions and requests and
knowing that one will be heard
Moving in the same direction together for accomplishing a task
Fig. 7.4.1: Points to be considered for decision making
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To make teamwork eﬀective at workplace, the following points need to be considered:

Collaboration

Resolving
Conﬂicts

Common Goal

Two-way
Communication

Owning Roles &
Responsibilities

Active
Participation

Varied Views

Fig. 7.4.2: Points to be considered for eﬀective teamwork
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UNIT 7.5: Relative and Critical Thinking
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Use critical thinking to improve work processes
Reduce repetition of errors
Spot process disruptions and delays
Report on any customer concerns to superiors without delay

7.5.1. Improving Work Processes using Critical Thinking
Another important skill that a ﬁeld technician should possess is critical thinking. Critical
listening allows a person to make critical decisions and enables a person to judge the situation
while the speaker is talking.
Critical thinking is deﬁned as a person’s ability to make logical decisions in a particular
situation, keeping all the emotions aside. This enables a technician to:
Collect information for analysis of a situation
Generate ample solutions to resolve a problem
Get feedback
Add value to business solutions
Relative thinking, on the other hand, is thinking about tasks or decisions in relative terms
which results in realistic comparisons and achievable tasks.
As a ﬁeld technician, critical thinking helps a person to run across many possible to solutions
to a situation, analyse through it, and come up with the best possible solution. The following
ﬁgure lists the beneﬁts of critical thinking:
Inﬂow of
New Ideas

Uncovers
Incentives

Critical Thinking

Fosters
Teamwork

New
Opinions
Fig. 7.5.1: Beneﬁts of critical thinking
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Critical Thinking Skills

Critical thinking can be divided into three fundamental skills. The following ﬁgure lists these
skills:

Curiosity
Skepticism
Humility

Fig. 7.5.2: Critical thinking skills

Curiosity is the hope of learning and garnering more information/knowledge as well as
looking for evidence, and welcoming new ideas. Scepticism includes not believing everything
that a person comes across and putting questions to get convinced fully. Humility involves
acceptance if a person’s idea gets rejected or is not considered suitable. At the same time,
the person is willing to look up to new ideas.
The following ﬁgure lists other skills which are essential for critical thinking:

Transforming
Knowledge
Analyzing

Predicting

Skills

Applying
Standards

Logical
Reasoning

Seeking
Information

Discriminating

Fig. 7.5.3: Other critical thinking skills
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UNIT 7.6: Personal Grooming
Unit Objectives
At the end of this unit, you will be able to:
1. Identify the importance of personal grooming
2. Use proper etiquette during customer interaction

7.6.1. Importance of Personal Grooming
Apart from having technical knowledge, it is important for a ﬁeld technician to develop some
basic personality traits and skills, such as personal grooming.
Being well groomed at workplace reﬂects a positive and professional attitude towards work.
The following ﬁgure includes aspects of personal grooming:

Dressing

Personal
Hygiene

Workplace
Etiquette
Fig. 7.6.1: Aspects of grooming
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The following ﬁgure lists few of the good practices classiﬁed under diﬀerent aspects of
grooming:

Workplace Etiquette

Personal Hygiene

Dressing
Clothes should be neat and
clean.

Hair should be neatly combed
and trimmed.

Smile and greet the
customer.

Clothes should be ironed.

Nails and hair should be cut.

Be punctual.

If a company has a uniform,
it should be worn.

Teeth should be clean.

Apologize on making a
mistake.

Bath should be taken everyday.
Body odor and sweating should
be taken care of.

Be polite.
Be careful of body
language.

Fig. 7.6.2: A few of the good practices for grooming
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A ﬁeld technician needs to possess the following quality to ensure that they excel in their job:

Punctual

Flexible

Self-suﬃcient

Field Technician
must be

Professional

Knowlegeable

Good in
communicaton

Fig. 7.6.3: A few qualities that a ﬁeld technician must possess
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Activity: Group Discussion
Get together in groups of three or four.
List down at least three things related to grooming which you should do and which you should
avoid while on a visit to a customer’s site.
Use the following table to make the list.
Dressing

Personal Hygiene

To Do

To Avoid
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